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Abstract 

Computer simdation is a valuable tool that enables the characterisation of the dynamic 

behavior of complex systems. The parallel execution of computer simulations aims at 

minimizing the processing time of the simulation of large and complex physical systems. 

Simulation packages are used for reducing the necessary investment required to write 

sequential or parallel simulations. Typically, they address specific modeling domains and 

consist of a skeleton program (kernel) and several libraries. The simulation programmer 

extends the kernel and uses components provided by the accompanying libraries, 

This software structure providing an extensible skeleton system is known as object 

oriented framework (OOF). OOFs have been successfuLly used in a variety of other fields. 

The work presented in this thesis is an example of extending an existing OOF to target a 

new problem domain. Its main requirements, performance and usability, were the driving 

force that guided this process. A number of solutions that met these requirements have 

been identified and their design and implementation are discussed- The advantages and 

disadvantages associated with different alternatives are studied and trade-off sohtions are 

proposed. 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

This chapter sets the scene of this thesis by presenting the motivation for this work and 

briefly describing the concepts used in this research. The goal of the thesis is presented 

together with a number of objectives to be fulfilled in order that the goal be met. It 

concludes with a synopsis of the thesis. 

1.1 Goal and Motivation 

The goal of the thesis is to identify and investigate some of the main issues related to 

extending an existing discrete event simulation package to target the specific problem 

domain of network models by using object oriented framework techniques. Since network 

model applications tend to be computational intensive, execution performance is a crucial 

requirement. The emphasis here is placed on issues that concern the design of the 

application programmer interface (API). 

The research in this thesis is concerned with extending an existing software simulation 

package, SimKit, to address a new problem domain. SimKit has been developed at the 

University of Calgary (Gomes, Franks, Unger, Xiao, Cleary md Covington, 1995) for 

implementing fast discrete event simulation applications. The need to extend the cunent 

version of SimKit is the result of shifting its main focus towards the domain of network 

models with fmed topology for which very efficient run-time executions of simulations are 

possible. 

Without going into detail (this will be done in the next chapter, Section 2-24 ,  a Simkit 

model is seen as a network of processes that interact with each other by sending and 

receiving messages. The network model presented in this thesis extends this model by 
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requiring that process interactions can be described by a static graph. The d e f ~ t i o n  of 

network models used here is similar to those used for distributed systems: 

A network model is a model in which cornponenr interactions can be 

described by a weighted directed communication graph whose nodes are the 

processes, and where an arc from process i to process j denotes that i can 

send messages directly to j but not vice versa. Weight on each arc in the 

graph represents the delay on that arc, that is, the minimum diflerence 

between the receiving and the sending time of a message1. 

This thesis presents a novel approach to analysing a simulation package in general and 

SimKit in particular, by using an object oriented framework technique. Relevant concepts 

related to discrete event simulations (DES), the SimKit simulation package and object 

oriented frameworks (OOF) are briefly introduced in the subsequent sections. 

1.11 Discrete Event Simulation 

Computer simulation is the discipline that allows people to study complex dynamics of 

physical systems by designing a model of the system, executing the model on a computer 

and analysing the execution output. One of the key strengths of simulation is that it enables 

the study of a system over time. An approach for controlling the time advance in a 

simulation is to step the model into the future only at discrete, possibly random points in 

time when an event that could change the state of the system occurs. The nature of this 

type of simulation, known as discrete event simulation, enables a model to be more quickIy 

evaluated since only the significant points in time when something happens in the system 

are considered. 

DES is used in solving problems in a variety of domains such as service industries, 

manufacturing, telecommunications (Unger, Xiao and Cleary, 1999), to name a few. 

Computer simulations of such applications are becoming larger and more complicated as 

' The terms message and event are used interchangeably 
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people need to model more complex systems. Although computer power continually 

increases, simulations of such large systems are still time consuming. Parallel discrete 

event simulation (PDES) has as its main goal the reduction of execution time of a DES 

application by executing it concurrently on multiprocessor computers. A large body of 

research has been conducted in this direction and a number of approaches for solving the 

main issues related to PDES such as synchronisation, scheduling, memory management, 

partitioning and load balancing, have been proposed. Although encouraging results have 

been obtained with different approaches, they are highly dependent on the application 

characteristics and none proves to be a universal solution that can be successfblly applied 

to any type of simulation problem. 

Carrying out a DES experiment on a computer can be done in different ways: using an 

available simulator or implementing the model using a special simulation language or 

general purpose programming language. The general programming language alternative is 

the most flexible one but writing a simulation program from scratch may be a lengthy 

undertaking. With the emergence of object oriented techniques this difficulty can be 

overcome. Object-oriented techniques (OOT) (Booch, 1994) have gained popularity in 

recent years and the simulation community was one of the first to use them with the 

introduction of the Simula programming language (PooIey, 1987). The power of object 

oriented techniques lie in their ability to produce "modular" code (known as classes) that 

can be "easily" modified and reused (Shewchuk and Chang, 1991). Taking advantage of 

the benefits of the object-oriented paradigm by using libraries and "skeleton programs" can 

reduce the development effort. 

There are a large number of simulation packages designed to support the implementation 

of DES applications using a general programming language. Most of these packages 

consist of a "skeleton program" and a number of libraries. Libraries in a package capture 

the most common components found in many DES applications while the skeleton 

program implements the basic mechanism of simulation that is customised by each 

application according to its own behavior. This s o h a r e  structure is not specific only to 
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the simulation world but to many other application domains and it is known as object- 

oriented frameworks (OOF) . 

11.11 s m t  
SimKit is a simulation package that implements a simple PDES mechanism. It has been 

designed to facilitate building high performance sequential and parallel DES applications 

using the Ci+ programming language2. 

The main component of the SimKit package is the "skeleton program" that captures a 

classical PDES mechanism common to all its applications. Using inheritance and other 

OOT, this skeleton is customized by the user to implement the particular behaviors of 

different models. 

The main advantages of SimKit include: 

Simple API. The small number of components that are used by an application make 

SimKit easy to learn and understand. 

Efficiency. As in any PDES package, high performance is the driving force in SimKit 

development. Several optimized synchronization kernels can be used with SimKit to 

facilitate good execution performance for a range of DES applications. 

Portability. Applications using SimKit can be executed on  a variety of sequential and 

parallel platforms from personal computers to supercomputers. 

These benefits allowed SimKit to be successfully used in developing different PDES 

applications and this has been an incentive for continually improving it. Most of the 

changes aim at improving its performance. As mentioned earlier, no available PDES 

algorithm is universally suitable in a l l  situations. However, different algorithms can be 

implemented and optimised to take advantage of the particular properties of specific types 

of applications. Other cathegories of changes are designed to make SimKit easier to use. 
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This includes different libraries for components that can be reused with applications and a 

number of new features for modeling and development processes. 

The goal of this thesis is to analyse and describe such a step in SimKit's evoIution. Most of 

the changes presented here are the result of narrowing down the application domain from 

general DES appLications to network models. This new problem domain allows the 

introduction of several optimizations in the kernel. Other changes refer to new modeling 

features and the implementation of new component Libraries. 

Object oriented frameworks concepts and techniques, described in the next section, are 

used for achieving this goal. 

1.1.2 Object Oriented Frameworks 

Reusing the products of the software development process has been a goal for software 

engineers for many years. The object-oriented paradigm has features that encourage reuse 

especially at the level of software components (objects). Furthermore, object oriented 

frameworks (OOF) is a promising technique that enables not only code reuse but also 

design and analysis reuse (Johnson and Russo, 199 1). 

An OOF, or simply framework, is essentially the design of a set of objects that collaborate 

to carry out a set of responsibilities in a particular problem domain (family of 

applications). It is typically delivered as a collection of interdependent abstract classes 

possibly together with a set of concrete classes. The programmer's responsibility is to 

specialise the abstract classes and instantiate the provided concrete classes as objects to 

create a desired application. In this way, an application becomes a new member of the 

family. 

A successful framework has the following attributes (Adair, 1995a): 

- -- - - 

* There is also a Java version of the sequential SirnKit package but this is not discussed in this thesis 
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Complete - the framework provides default implementation and build-in 

functionality where possible in order to suppoa features needed by the users; 

Flexible - abstractions can be used for different applications in the given problem 

domain; 

Extensible - provide hooks that enable the framework to be customized for the 

specific needs of an application; 

Understandable - the framework is well documented so that its features are easy to 

use correctly. 

However, developing a successful framework is a difficult undertaking and therefore it 

usually comes as the result of an iterative process consisting of several phases (Johnson, 

1992). A framework often is inheritance-based at the beginning of its life-cycle, since the 

application domain is not sufficiently well understood to make it possible to parameterize 

its behaviour and evolves towards a "black-box" type of framework as more information 

about their application domain is gained. 

Designing and developing high quality frameworks is more difficult than developing 

conventional software for the same problem (Gamma, Helm, Johnson and Wssides, 1995) 

(Fayad and Schmidt, 1997). Besides the skills that sometimes only programming experts 

have, a successful design requires also very good understanding of the problem domain. 

Other challenges of developing frameworks refer to maintenance, validation, defect 

removal, efficiency etc. 

Nevertheless, the benefits of a successful framework over its lifetime might well outdo 

these weaknesses. The best approach in developing successful frameworks is to understand 

the framework concepts, its components, strengths and weaknesses. By knowing the 

weaknesses of a framework they can be addressed and minimized while its strengths can 

be fully exploited. 
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1.1.3 Upgrading a Simulation Tool Using Frameworks Techniques 

DES is one field that is very suitable to the framework approach. The basic DES 

simulation mechanisms are captured in simple algorithms. Therefore these algorithms can 

be implemented by frameworks to be reused in different applications. This is exactly what 

most DES simulation packages do. 

Although object oriented frameworks have been discussed for several years and most of 

the DES packages have a framework structure and characteristics, there is no research to 

specifically study the applicability of object-oriented frameworks to the DES domain. The 

author believes that the knowledge and experience gained from developing OOF in 

different application domains can be used towards improving the design and usability of 

frameworks applied in the DES domain, referred shortly as DES frameworks. 

Filling the gap between these two domains is expected to bring some advantages for DES 

frameworks: 

improve DES framework design. 

understand and exploit the strengths of DES frameworks 

identify pitfalls so their effect can be reduced in DES frameworks 

increase DES framework usability 

suggest improvements to DES frameworks 

suggest future research directions in DES frameworks 

1.2 Objectives 

This thesis has the following objectives: 

1. To study discrete event simulation, sequential and parallel, and to frame an in depth 

understanding of the main issues in this field. 
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2. To study object-oriented frameworks and to get insight into this field. 

3. To study an existing discrete event simulation framework, SirnKit. This includes 

identifying its initial requirements and understanding its mechanism and 

implementation. 

4. To identify directions in which SimKit could be extended and to choose an 

approach for performing these changes. 

5. To analyse some of the issues related to the implementation of the changes in the 

extended SimKit and to discuss alternatives for addressing these issues. 

6. To draw some conclusions from this process in a form of "lessons learned" and to 

propose fbrther development and research directions based on the experience and 

insights gained. 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

Chapter 2 addresses Objective 1 by giving a brief description of the current state of the art 

in computer simulation with the main focus on discrete event simulations. At the beginning 

it presents an overview of the modeling and simulation concepts. Then the focus is shifted 

towards describing different alternatives for modeling a DES problem. The presentation 

continues with an introduction to several existing DES algorithms both for sequential and 

parallel execution. 

Chapter 3 addresses Objective 2 by introducing the concept of object-oriented frameworks 

as techniques that enable software reuse at large scales. This chapter also provides 

background knowledge on object-oriented techniques. The description of frameworks 

includes a presentation of their components, their importance, some of the strengths and 

pitfalls they might cause as well as  a discussion of framework evolution, problems and 

approaches related to their evolution process. 
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Chapter 4 addresses both Objective 3 and Objective 4. The focus of this chapter is SimKit, 

an existing simulation package intended for very efficient, sequential and paralleI 

execution of discrete event simulation applications. A description of SimKit's 

implementation and API is provided. The need and directions for future developments in 

SimECit are determined. SimKit is identified as being an OOF and the approach of using 

three simulation models in order to gain domain knowledge suggested by OOF 

practitioners is chosen for extending it- 

Chapter 5 addresses Objective 5 by analyzing the new functionality that can be added to 

SimKit in order to meet the needs identified in the previous chapter. These new features 

are analysed and possible approaches are suggested. 

Chapter 6 addresses Objective 6 by summarising and discussing the main points of the 

thesis. It includes an evaluation of the proposed changes in S f i t  and limitations of this 

evaiuation. Tne overaii work presented in this chesis is &so evaiuareci and suggesuons for 

future research directions are proposed. 

1.4 Summary 

This chapter presented the goal of the thesis and a number of objectives that have to be 

fulfilled in order to meet this goal. The two main fields that the thesis addresses are 

discrete event simulation and object oriented frameworks. A brief introduction of their 

main concepts as well as possible benefits of combining the knowledge and experience of 

the two research areas are described- 



CHAPTER 2: DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION 

This chapter surveys the simulation field, especially discrete event simulation. There are 

different techniques that can be used for the analysis and synthesis of a complex system 

such as statistical techniques, laboratory experimentation, hardware prototyping and 

modeling using analytical and simulation approaches. Among them, computer simulation 

is often the tool of choice due to its ability to experimentally explore the dynamics of 

complex real world systems at a low cost. 

Discrete Event Simulation @ES) refers to modeling of systems in which the state changes 

only at discrete points in time, as opposed to continuously over time. DES is used in a 

variety of domains ranging from manufacturing to healthcare, from telecommunication to 

economics. 

As the complexity of systems under investigation increase, so do the users7 expectations for 

better simulators. The main requirements for simulation modeling are: efficiency (speed 

and memory), accuracy, and ease of use. As a result, the research activity in this field is 

oriented towards discovering new algorithms and application programmer interfaces 

(APIs) that successfully meet these requirements. This chapter surveys some of the main 

directions in DES research, some of the results and challenges, with the focus on the 

performance aspect. It is organized as follows: 

Section 2.1 briefly identifies the main phases of a simulation study as well as its 

importance. Section 2.2 defines the two principal types of simulations: continuous and 

discrete as well as four modeling views of the world: event driven, process oriented, 

activity scanning and the logical process view. Section 2.3 emphasises the need for 
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efficient simulators and identifies the parallel execution of a simulation as a possible 

solution for this problem. Parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) becomes the focus of 

section 2.4. Two weil-known classical PDES algorithms, Chandy-Misra-Bryant (CMB) 

and Timewarp, are presented here. A new scheduling mechanism, Critical Channel 

Traversing (CCT), aimed at the simulation of network models with sparse connectivity and 

high message density on shared-memory multi-processors computers is also described. 

2.1 Modeling and Simulation 

Simulation enables the characterisation of the dynamic behavior of a new system or a 

modification to an existing one, before committing to a course of action. It allows the 

evaluation of the performance of the system under different configurations of interest, 

operating scenarios and over selected periods of time. Simulation is widely used for system 

analysis, performance evaluation, sensitivity and cost effectiveness tests, forecasting, 

training and decision making. 

A sinidation study is an iterative process typically composed of several steps grouped in 

three main categories (Figure 1 )(Maria, 1997): 

Red 

Under 
Study 

Simulation 
Model 

Simulation slep3: c~ikt sod process ~hc r d  system d m  
Model St@: Formulu snJ develop a model 

Stet& Vdidatc the model 

I Step6 Document &I for future use 

4 Step7: Select appropriiue upcrimenlilI design 
SimuIation 

Stedl: Ermbtirh utmxirnutraI conditions for NN 
Experiment 

1 Skp9: Perform simulation runs 

Simulation SteplO: Iaccrprcr and present results 
Anal y& S b l l :  Recommend funhacourse of action 

I 

Figure 1 Steps in a simulation study 
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SimuEation Model. A model is an abstract representation similar to, but usually 

simpler than the physical system it describes. It contains structural, logical or 

mathematical relationships that describe the system to be studied- The model of 

a system should represent a close approximation of the red system. It should 

not be excessively complex, making it impossible to understand and experiment 

with nor so simple that it introduces errors and does not accurately reflect the 

actual behavior of the system. There is always a trade-off as to what level of 

detail is included in the model. 

The process of determining the correctness of the model is known as validation. 

Validation involves comparing the model's behavior under known input 

conditions with the behavior of the real system. 

Simulation Experiment. A simulation experiment involves a series of tests in 

which the resuirs of meaninghi changes in the input variabies of a sirnuiation 

model are studied. The main objective is to identify the reasons for changes in 

the system's behavior. 

Simulation Analysis. The results of a simulation have to be interpreted in order 

to draw conclusions and recommend further courses of action. The main 

difficulty in this phase is to distinguish the results due to meaningful changes in 

the input variables from those caused by a random occurrence. The latter can 

lead to misinterpretations of the meanings of the simulation results. 

There are different alternatives for modeling a problem. Usually, the physical system is 

decomposed into a collection of physical processes. An entity is the representation of a 

physical process in the logical system that models the physical system. A property of a 

physical process is represented by an attribute of the entity that describes it. As a result, ail 

the attributes of all entities in the model describe the state of the physical system at a given 

instance of the simulation time. On a computer, the logical system is implemented by a 

simulation program, a type of entity by one or more entity classes (if an 00 language is 

used) and attributes by class variables. One particular entity in the logical system is 
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modeled by an instance (object) of its corresponding entity class. The terminology 

corresponding to each of these three cases is summarized in Table I. 

Table 1 The corresponding terminology for the physical system, its logical model and the 
implementation of the model on a computer 

Real world system 

Physical system 

Physical process' I - 
Physical process 

Entity's attribute 

Mode1 

Logical system 

Entity class' variable 

Computer 

Simulation program 

Entity 

Computer simulation is the discipline of executing a model on a computer. Hereafter in 

this thesis, simulation refers to computer simulation. 

Entity object 

2.2 Discrete Event Simulation (DES) 

Real world systems can be categorized as continuous or discrete, depending on the state 

variation behavior prominent in the system . Consequently, the two types of simulation 

paradigms that describe these two views have different characteristics: 

Continuous Sirnulation models systems that change their state continuously over 

time. It typically describes the behavior of a system using sets of equations, which 

are solved numerically with respect to time. The continuous simulation program 

advances by the constant increment of time previously chosen for the time step and 

recalculates a l l  equations that describe the model. Examples of problems suitabIe 

for this approach are fluid-flow or hydraulics problems, geophysics models, etc. 

Discrete Event Simulation refers to the modeling of systems in which the central 

assumption is that the system's state changes instantaneously at discrete, possibly 

random points in time- The rest of the thesis deals exclusively with DES. 
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In DES the state of a system changes at discrete points in time in response to certain 

discrete events. An event models an action in the physical system that occurs at an instant 

in time. Simulation time increases as a monotonically non-decreasing function, Causality 

refers to the fundamental principle of real world systems according to which the future 

cannot affect the past. This imposes a chronological sequence in state transitions and 

consequently the order of event execution during a simulation- Violations of this principle 

cause errors in simulation referred to as causality errors. 

2.2.1 Mechanisms for Describing the Logic in DES 

There are four main ways for describing the logic in DES. These modeling approaches or 

views are: even r-driven, activity scanning, process-oriented and logical process. Each 

approach offers a different way to describe the Logic of a simulation problem but the results 

of modeling a system using any of these modeling views should be the same. The 

differences lie in the ease in which they can be understood and implemented and in the 

efficiency of their executions. 

Figure 2 illustrates the first three modeling views: event, activity and process for modeling 

the lifecycle of a machine (Ball, 1998). 

Event Event 

I Loadmachine I I Run I I Ugoad I 
b - 

Activity 
Time 

- 

Process 

Figure 2 Modeling views 

The main characteristic of the event-driven view is that any state change in the model 

occurs by explicit scheduling of an event. A discrete event is something that occurs at an 

instant of time. The start of machine loading, for example, is a discrete event because 

occurs at an instant of time. Activities such as loading a machine (Figure 2)  are not discrete 

events because they have a time duration. However, they can be modeled as a pair of 
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events that signals the start and the end of the activity. The duration activities are therefore 

modeled as the difference between the times associated with the events marking the 

beginning and the end of each activity. Routines are implemented to describe changes in 

the state of the model as a result of different types of events (e-g. from idle state to load or 

run state etc.). 

In the activity-scanning view the logical system is composed of a number of activities. 

Activities describe a duration, e.g. machine loading, machine run etc. (Figure 2). The 

occurrence of a state change in the system is chosen based on both the scheduled times for 

the next activity and a condition testing. This approach offers a relatively simple way to 

model a problem. To date, however, its main disadvantage, inefficiency, is a big 

impediment making this approach unpopular. 

With the process oriented view a Iogical system consists of a number of active entities 

whose behaviour is of interest. Collections of events or activities are joined together to 

describe the lifecycle of an entity, such as the machine in Figure 2. A set of process 

routines describes the actions of these entities. A process routine, unlike event routines in 

event-driven view, may allow the passage of simulated time. Therefore, they usually 

require special mechanisms called co-routines for interrupting and suspending the 

execution of a process routine. Its execution resumes at a later simulated time under the 

control of an internal event scheduler. This mechanism allows an entity to "spontaneously 

wake up" and begin new computations without first receiving a message. Process oriented 

logic simplifies large models by allowing many aspects of an entity's behaviour to be 

described in one method, 

The logical process (LP) view is the dominant modeling framework in the parallel discrete 

event simulation (PDES) community. The LP view adds a process oriented modeling 

representation to the event view in that the physical system is decomposed into disjoint 

physical processes described by separate logical processes or for shoa LPs (LP is the 

equivdent of an entity). However, unlike in the process oriented view, the simulation time 

passes only with the arrival of events scheduled by the LPs in the system. Any state change 
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in an LP is caused only when an event occurs (is received) at that LP. There are no shared 

attributes among LPs since physical processes they described are chosen to be disjoint. 

Scheduling events is the only mechanism that allows an LP to change or to read the state of 

another LP. This mechanism permits minimal processor synchronisation, making the LP 

view particularly suitable for PDES. 

2.3 Parallel Execution of a SimuIation 

In a traditional event-driven sequential DES, events are scheduled in a centrat 

chronological ordered queue usually referred to as the Future Event List (FEL). The FEL at 

any point in simulation time contains those events that have been scheduled to occur. The 

simulation time advances when the event with the lowest timestamp is removed from FEL 

and processed by its corresponding event handler. The execution of an event may lead to 

changes in the system state and may cause new events to be scheduled in the future. A 

simulation terminates when either the FEL becomes empty or the system reaches a 

specified simulation time or condition. This mechanism guarantees that the causality 

constraint cannot be violated because all the events are always processed in a 

chronological order, 

DES is extensively used for simulating different complex systems in telecommunication, 

manufacturing, training, traffic, engineering, combat, to name a few. These models are 

increasingly large as people try to study more complex problems. A simple simulation 

experiment of a telecommunication network, for instance, may require loL2 events to be 

processed (Unger et al., 1999). As a result, execution time for such models increases 

dramatically and new efficient approaches are needed. 

One solution that has attracted a considerable amount of interest in the last two decades is 

to run a simulation program concurrently on multiple processors. There are a number of 

alternatives that are all driven by the same common goal: to accelerate or speedup the 

execution of a simulation. 
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Probably the simplest alternative is to execute independent, sequential simulation programs 

or trials on different processors. This approach is less suitable for studies with a low 

number of trials or when the results from one trial are used to determine the settings for the 

next ones. Another alternative is to use suppoa function parallelism. This implies running 

in parallel only specific sequential simulation functions such as  event list manipulation and 

random number generator. All the other functions are executed sequentially, which means 

that the simulation runs only partly in parallel. The method, therefore, offers only a limited 

amount of speedup. 

Finally, Parallel Discrete Event Simulation (PDES) is the approach considered in this 

thesis. The main idea is to decompose the simulation application into a set of concurrently 

executing processes and run them on different processors. This approach attempts to 

exploit the parallelism innate in the real world system. Therefore it is considered as the 

most promising alternative and it is the focus of the next subsections of this chapter. 

2.4 Parallel Discrete Event Simulation (PDES) 

The Logical process (LP) view is the preferred mechanism for describing the logic in 

PDES. LPs are assigned and executed concurrently on different processors. This is 

facilitated by the fact that LPs in the logical system are disjoint; LPs do not share attributes 

with other LPs and therefore it requires minimal processor synchronization. 

LPs communicate with each other by sending timestamped events. The timestamp of an 

event represents the time when the event is scheduled to occur at the destination. Because 

LPs are executed concurrently, there is no global simulation time. Instead, each LP 

maintains its own logical clock denoted by Local Virtual Time (LVT). The LVT of an LP 

advances to represent the timestamp of the last message received. 

This rnec hanism all0 w s  concurrent asynchronous execution by running LPs on different 

processors in the system. The main challenge with this approach is to maintain certain 

sequencing constrains that dictate the order in which computations must be executed 

relative to each other. More specifically, even if LPs are concurrently executed on different 
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processors, the algorithm has to ensure that no causality errors ever occur. The following 

rule ensures that the sequencing constrains are maintained: 

"Local Causality Constraint - A discrete event simulation, consisting of logical 

processes ( U s )  that interact exclusively by exchanging timestamped messages, 

obeys the local causality constraint if and only if each LP processes events in 

nondecreasing timestamp order." (Fujimoto, 1990. p. 32) 

This constraint, while guaranteeing that no causality errors occur, can be unnecessarily 

restrictive. For example, two events within a single LP that are independent of each other 

can be processed in an arbitrary order without changing the result. This implies that even if 

they do not obey the above rule they do not introduce any causality errors. 

Synchronization of LPs is particularly in PDES because of the nature of 

sequencing constraints imposed on this type of application. Unlike other areas of parallel 

computation that have been higuy successful (vector operations on large matrices of data - 

for example) in PDES these constraints are complex and highly data-dependent. As 

Fujimoto states, "the dynamic nature of the PDES problem is the principal reason that a 

general solution has been elusive" (1990, p. 32). 

The synchronization mechanisms in PDES traditionally fall in two main classes: 

conservative and optimistic. The next two sections briefly describe the two approaches. 

The Critical Channel Transversal algorithm presented later provides an efficient way of 

scheduling events in a conservative fashion. 

2.4.1 Conservative Approach 

The first distributed simulation mechanisms, developed almost two decades ago, were 

based on conservative approaches. They have been designed independently by Chandy and 

Misra (1979) and Bryant (1977). 

The main idea in conservative schemes is to strictly avoid the possibility of any causality 

error occurring. An LP cannot process an event unless it is safe to do so, that is, no 
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messages with an earlier timestamp can arrive. The safe time of an LP can be determined 

assuming that links that indicate which LP may communicate with which other LPs are 

statically specified at the beginning of the experiment (the topology of the LPs) and 

messages arrive on each incoming link in timestamp order. The LP is blocked until it is 

safe to process its next event. If appropriate precautions are not taken this can cause 

deadlock situations in which all LPs are waiting for their neighbour LPs to send messages. 

Either a deadlock avoidance mechanism or a detection and recovery approach may be used 

to mitigate this problem. The mechanism commody used to avoid deadlock is to send 

NULL messages. NULL messages are used only for synchronization purposes and 

therefore they do not correspond to any activity in the model. A NULL message is sent to 

all outputs when no more events can be executed and contains a timestamp that is a Iower 

bound on the timestamp of any future events to be sent on that link. Lookahead is the 

timestamp increment of a NULL message and "refers to the ability to predict what will 

happen, or more important, what will not happen, in the simulation future" (Fujimoto, 

1990, p. 36). It has a great impact on the performance of the application. With this 

mechanism, cycles3 of zero timestamp increment are prohibited as they could lead to 

deadlock. 

Deadlock detection and recovery mechanisms do not use NULL messages. Instead, they 

use a mechanism for deadlock detection and yet another one for breaking the deadlock. 

Processing the LP with the smallest timestamp is always safe and it can break the 

deadlock. Therefore this mechanism can be used to detect and break only from global 

deadlocks. 

There are many variations of the Chandy-Misra-Bryant conservative mechanisms Fujimoto 

(1990), none of them achieve best results for all types of problems. Although the 

conservative algorithm has a relatively low system overhead, its performance is subject to 

In the LP interaction graph, any event generated by an LP in a cycle could effect the generation of 
an event that will subsequently arrive at the same LP 
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a number of factors such as: the message density, load balancing (how LPs are assigned to 

processors so that the execution load is evenly distributed), lookahead in cycles. 

Nevertheless, conservative methods offer potential for obtainkg good speedups 

particularly for applications in which there is uniform message density across all channels 

and there exists good lookahead- 

2.4.2 Optimistic Approach 

Unlike the conservative mechanism, the optimistic approach allows causality errors to 

occur. Each LP executes aggressively according to its own Local virtual tirne (LVT) 

independent of other LPs' LVTs. The optimistic assumption that is made is that no events 

with timestamps earlier than the LP's local time will ever arrive. However, when such an 

event occurs, a causality error is detected and a rollback mechanism is invoked to undo the 

effects of al l  events that have been processed prematurely. Events are then re-executed in 

order rhus obeying the iocai Causaiity Constraint (section 2.4j. Zlpiimisuc schcmcs d o w  

the simulation to exploit parallelism in those situations in which causality errors may occur 

but in fact do not. 

Jefferson's TimeWarp algorithm (1985) was the first optimistic protocol. Cn TimeWarp, 

each LP saves old values of its attributes and maintains a history of past states. When an 

event with a timestamp lower than the LVT, known as straggler, is received it triggers a 

rollback. The LP restores its previous state and cancels the effect of the events that have 

been prematurely sent out to other LPs by sending negative events named anti-messages to 

annihilate the originals. If the original event, referred to as the positive message, has 

already been processed at the destination, then the destination LP must also be rolled back. 

Thus, an LP rolls back whenever it receives a straggler message or an anti-message and 

can cause further rollbacks at the destination resulting in a cascade effect. In spite of this, it 

can be shown that this mechanism always makes progress under some mild constraints 

(Jefferson, 1985). 

In Time Warp protocol, the smallest timestamp among all unprocessed event messages is 

called Global Virtual Time (GVT). No event with timestamp smaller than GVT will ever 
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be rolled back, so the saved states can be discarded for such events. The process of 

reclaiming memory is referred to as fossil collection. 

While the optimistic mechanism has a great potential of fully exploiting the parallelism 

available in an application there is a high overhead associated with operations such as state 

saving, rollbacks, GVT computations, event cancellation. The overhead cost is particularly 

noticeable for fme grain simulations. This type of simulation is characterised by low 

average time spent executing event-related procedures which makes the system overhead 

account for a large part of the application execution time. Research has been conducted to 

reduce the overhead in optimistic schemes by optimising some of the operations. Different 

algorithms for event cancellation (Fujimoto, 1990), state saving (Gomes, 1996) or GVT 

calculation (Gomes, 1993) have been proposed. Again, none of these alternatives offers a 

general applicable solution for aIl types of problems and the results can vary dramatically 

even for small modifications within the same application. 

Optimistic mechanisms such as Time Warp have proven to be, in general, more robust that 

their conservative counterparts. They have a good chance of success assuming that these 

overheads can be kept to a manageable level. This is case for large granularity models in 

which the amount of computation per event is large and amortises the overhead 

computations. However, as Fujimoto points out (Fujimoto, 1993), increasing event 

granularity may be difficult, depending on the application. 

2.4.3 The Critical Channel Traversing (CCT) Approach 

The Critical Channel Traversing (CCT) is a new extension of the Chandy-Misra-Bryant 

(CMB) conservative synchronisation algorithm. It is aimed at the very fast simulation of 

low-granularity network models on shared-memory multi-processor computers (Xao, 

Unger, Simmonds and Cleary, 1999). 

The CCT algorithm is designed for network models. LPs are connected to each other 

through channels through which events can be sent. The only exception to this rule is when 

an LP sends an event to itself (self event). Therefore, LPs and channels in the logical 



system represent nodes and respectively arcs in the interaction graph of the application. 

Based on the connectivity graph, LPs are grouped into tasks and scheduled as a single unit. 

Tasks have no equivalent in the model; instead their existence is for the purpose of 

efficiency in scheduling. 

The CCT approach tries to overcome some of the performance problems that the optimistic 

and classical conservative algorithms face with low granularity network simulations by 

addressing three key issues: 

Per-event system overhead. As mentioned earlier, this is relatively lower in 

conservative schemes than in optimistic ones (Fujimoto, 1990), (Unger et al., 

1999). 

Dynamic load balancing. Load balancing or allocating LPs in the model to the 

n - c ~ c c n r c  is nEc nf the big & p e s  PEES. &,Tcy, 2 S&~czc~~ z d d  rA w--c.c.YCCI 

consists of a large number of LPs, far more than the number of available 

processors. Achieving good performance requires careful load balancing, 

otherwise overloaded processors will be slower than the others delaying the 

execution. This is the reason, the performance of both conservative and 

optimistic schemes greatly depend on this factor. The load balancing, a difficult 

issue for a l l  conventional parallel methods becomes even more difficult with 

large network models due to the dynamic nature of traffic being modeled. 

Program cache locality. Classical parallel algorithms use different schemes for 

scheduling LPs. Some of these schemes obtain poor cache behaviour due to the 

small number of events that each LP is capable to execute when it is scheduled. 

These are believed to be the main obstacles that limit the performances of previous PDES 

algorithms. The CCT algorithm is the result of intensive experiments with networks with 

static LP interconnectivity It exploits the characteristics of such an application and 

addresses the three issues mentioned above in an original way: 
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"Performance is achieved through a multi-level scheduling scheme that supports the 

scheduling of large grains of computation even with low-granularity events. Performance 

is also enhanced by supporting good cache behaviour and automatic load balancing" (Xiao 

et d., 1999). 

How CCT addresses these three key issues is described in the following sections: 

2.4.3.1 Svstem Overhead 

In CCT, per-event overhead is minimized by using the conservative synchronisation 

approach. Moreover, the original conservative algorithm is highly optimised, which 

ensures an even lower event overhead. One of the main requirements introduced by this 

paradigm is that the model interaction graph be statically defined at the beginning of the 

simulation. Static channels are used to connect the LPs in the model. All the events in the 

application except self-events that are sent by an LP to itself are sent exclusively through 

channels. 

2.4.3.2 Load Balancing 

In general, the load balancing in PDES can be done statically or dynamically. The first 

alternative implies that LPs are assigned to processors only at the beginning before the 

simulation experiment starts. The workload has to be evenly distributed among all the 

processors to avoid situations in which overloaded processors slow down the entire 

execution. This is not trivial since it is difficult to estimate or measure accurate information 

about the execution load on each processor. Moreover, as parameters of the simulation 

change, the workload on processors changes as well, so that a separate partitioning has to 

be done for each experiment. This is not a feasible solution especially for large models 

with hundreds of LPs and therefore a dynamic load balancing scheme is needed in such 

situations. 

A nave approach of dynamic load balancing is to have a single centralised FEL that the 

next available processor takes the next event from and processes it according to the code 

implemented by its handler. This scheme, although ensuring an almost perfect balancing of 
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the execution load yields poor performance because of contention accessing the shared 

queue. 

CCT uses the same idea of having a centralized4 queue for realizing the dynamic load 

balancing. The main difference is that events in the shared queue are replaced by tasks. 

Tasks are used for grouping LPs that have a high dependence on one another. High 

dependence is defined as: 

"...if an event is executed by one LP in a task, it is likely that the execution 

of this event will lead to the generation of an event for another LP in the 

same task." (Xiao et al., 1999) 

As a result, each processor takes the next task (instead of the next event) from the queue 

and executes it. The granularity is increased so each processor accesses the queue less 

frequently and the contention prohIem is greatly reduced. Also, the load bdancing process 

is reduced since LPs are allocated to specific tasks. This process is simple compared to the 

static partitioning of LPs to processors mentioned earlier because it is based only on simple 

topological and task type information. I t  is not even necessary to measure or estimate the 

workload on each task. 

2.4.3.3 Cache Locdity 

By executing highly dependent LPs within tasks, the cache locality also improves. There 

are currently two types of tasks in CCT: pipe-tasks, used for grouping LPs that are 

connected in pipeline configurations, and a cluster task type that is used for groups of LPs 

that appear in low lookahead cycles. These types of tasks handle the LP scheduling 

differently. Each cluster task implements its own event list that stores a l l  the events that 

have been scheduled and not processed yet at the member U s .  The execution within a 

cluster task is similar to that on any sequential DES: each event is removed from the list 

' The possibility of a sharing queue is also currently under investigation. 
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and executed at its destination LP. The cache locality might improve in this case because 

the processor that executes the task works only with a subset of all the LPs in the model. 

The cache behaviour can however improve further with pipe-tasks. The configurations on 

these types of t a s k  allow the LPs to be scheduled one after another starting at the 

beginning of the pipeline to the end. There is no central event queue in a pipe-task and an 

LP can execute as many events as possible before the next LP is scheduled. The algorithm 

follows the flow of events through the pipeline. This approach facilitates a very good cache 

locality. On one hand, when executing many events on the same LP there is a high 

probability that the destination LP (same destination all the time) state is in the cache of 

the processor that executes the task. On the other hand, when following the flow of events 

throughout the pipeline the probability of the event buffer being in the cache of the same 

processor is also higher. 

To summarise, in a system using the CCT algorithm, scheduling is performed on three 

levels: 

Event scheduling: the scheduling of events by the destination LP. In each session an 

LP attempts to process as many of the events that have been sent to it as possible. 

LP scheduling: the scheduling of LP within a task. Depending on the type of task, the 

scheduling algorithm is based on a shared centralised future event List local to a task or 

it follows the event flow along the pipeline. 

Task scheduling: the scheduling of tasks. Task scheduling is performed using a 

centralised shared task list where all the tasks ready for execution are stored. When 

available, a processor takes the next task from the list and starts processing it. This 

mechanism realises automatic load balancing and because the granularity of the work is 

large it prevents problems with processors contention for accessing the queue. 
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Because of its conservative approach, CCT imposes two extra conditions in addition to 

those introduced by the general LP modeling view. These conditions are shared by most 

conservative PDES synchronisation algorithms (Fujimoto, 1990): 

1. To avoid deadlock situations, loops with minimum timestamp increment equal to 

zero are prohibited. 

2. To assure the correctness of the execution, the timestamps of messages passed 

along a channel must be monotonically non-decreasing. 

Although good results with this mechanisms have been obtained (Unger et al., 1999), they 

are dependent on a system with sparse channel connectivity and high message densities. 

As Xiao et al. (1999) noticed: "the goal of a general PDES simulation algorithm for low 

granularity events remains unreached". More information about the algorithm and other 

issues related to it can be found in the same paper. 

2.5 Summary 

This chapter has briefly surveyed the discrete event simulation field. Simulation is used in 

a variety of domains because it usually offers a convenient alternative for studying the time 

based behaviour of a complex system. DES assumes that changes in the system occur at 

discrete, possible random instances of time. Although it is usually simpler to implement, 

the increasing complexity of the application under investigation has forced researchers to 

look into possibilities for improving the performance of the simulation such as parallel 

execution on multiprocessor computers. Among a l l  the approaches, PDES has gained in 

popularity because of its potential to exploit the parallelism in a model. There are two main 

mechanisms for this type of simulation: the conservative mechanism and the optimistic 

approach. Each of these has a number of strengths and weaknesses, and therefore there are 

numerous variations that aim at optimising different aspects of the classical algorithms. 

Many more or less successful implementations of these algorithms have been reported 

(Fujimoto, 1993). CCT is a new proposed algorithm based on the conservative scheme. 

Preliminary tests show encouraging results with CCT for particular types of problems. 



CHAPTER 3: OBJECT-ORIENTED FRAMEWORKS 

This chapter surveys the main concepts in the field of object oriented frameworks. Reuse 

of software has been a goal of software engineering for decades. With the emergence of 

object-oriented (00)  techniques, important progress towards achieving this goal was made 

possible. An object-oriented framework is essentially the design of a set of objects that 

collaborate to carry out a set of responsibilities in a particular problem domain. OOFs 

attracted attention from many researchers and software engineers for their ability to 

facilitate the reuse of larger components. Although OOFs have been successfully used for a 

variety of domains, problems and impediments associated with frameworks still exists. 

Being aware of and understanding these issues can help a designer to minimise their 

weaknesses and fully exploit their strengths. 

The main goal of this chapter is to facilitate the development and analysis of OOF by 

presenting their main underlying concepts along with the main advantages and 

disadvantages associated with their use. It starts in section 3.1 by identifying the need for 

software reuse and the role OOFs in this context. Section 3.2 briefly introduces the 00 

paradigm, as frameworks rely heavily on its mechanisms such as inheritance, object 

composition, polymorphism. In section 3.3 OOFs are introduced with their definition, 

classifications and internal components as presented in the literature. The iterative process 

of building a framework with its main phases is then described. The next two sections 

point out some consequences of using frameworks, highlighting some of their strengths 

and weaknesses. The last section (section 3.4) briefly discusses the applicability of OOF to 

the DES problem domain. 



3.1 Software Reuse 

One of the main challenges contemporary organizations increasingly face is generated by 

the existing gap between the complexity of software development and the state-of-the-art 

of software engineering tools. While computing power and network bandwidth have 

increased dramatically over the past decade, the design and implementation of complex 

software remain expensive and error-prone (Fayad and Schmidt, 1997). Despite some 

gains, the software industry still faces long development cycles, which often result in 

software products that do not address business problems adequately. One of the main 

causes is that much of the cost and effort are generated by the continuous rediscovery and 

reinvention of core concepts and components. Software reuse has therefore become a goal 

in software engineering for decades. 

Reusing software is not a simple assignment (Johnson and Foote, 1988),(0pdyke, 1992). 
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emergence of the object-oriented ( 0 0 )  paradigm. 00 has the potential of increasing the 

reuse of software components (objects) through inheritance and object composition 

mechanisms. As a result, the software industry has moved towards embracing object- 

oriented technology because of its potential to significantly increase developer productivity 

through reuse. Still, all the 00 techniques provide reuse only at the level of individual, 

often small components. The more complex problem of reuse at the level of large 

components that can be adapted for individual applications was not addressed by the 00 

paradigm itself. 

Frameworks, large 00 structures that can be tailored for specific applications, carry the 

00 paradigm further by providing infrastructure and flexibility for deploying 00 

technology and enabling reuse at a larger granularity (Bosch, Molin, Mattson and 

Bengtson, 1997),(Taligent, 1996). Since their inception in iate 8OYs, frameworks have 

attracted attention fiom many researchers and software engineers proving to be a 

promising technology that enables reuse of large scale components. Frameworks have been 

defined for a large variety of domains such as: multimedia (Posnak, Lavender and Vin, 

1997), operating systems within computer science and financial systems (Baumer, 
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Gryczan, Knoll, Lilienthd, Riehle and Zullighoven, 1997), process control systems within 

particular application domains (Doscher and Hodges, 1997), (Brugali, Menga and Aarsten. 

1997), and many others. As more experience has been gained in developing 00 

frameworks, several research projects have been conducted to study their impact in the 

software development effort and to identify their problems and difficulties. 

3.2 Object-Oriented Programming 

The main obstacles encountered in traditional procedural programming languages such as: 

difficulty in extending and specializing fbctionality, difficulty in factoring out common 

functionality for reuse, barrier to interoperability, maintenance overhead (Taligent, 1996), 

have forced the software community to look for new approaches to software programming. 

The object-oriented paradigm presents new techniques to facing the challenge of building 

large-scale programs. It originates with Sirnula, which was initially dedicated to solving 

simulation (model building) problems. Since then, 00 technoIogy has been exploited in a 

wide range of applications including databases, operating systems, distributed computing 

and user interfaces. The main benefits that confer such a broad range of applicability to the 

object-oriented approach as presented in Abadi and Cardelli (1996) are: 

The analogy between software mode& and physical models. The analogy with a 

physical system model has proved to be useful in the process of developing a software 

model. It makes the analysis of the problem more efficient. 

The resilience of the sofhvare mode&. Unlike the approach advocated by procedural 

languages, which emphasizes the use of algorithms and procedures, the design of 00 

systems emphasizes the binding of data structures with the methods to operate on the 

data. The idea is to design object classes that correspond to the essential features of a 

problem. Algorithms, factored in methods and encapsulated in objects, form natural 

data abstraction boundaries. The main consequence of encapsulation is that it helps 

focus on modeling the system structure rather than trying to fit a problem to the 

procedural approach of a computer language. 
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The reusability of the components of the software model. Objects are naturally 

organized into hierarchies during analysis, design and implementation and this 

encourages the reuse of methods and data that are located higher in the hierarchy. 

Furthermore, this property generates aLl the other advantages associated with software 

reuse including low maintenance overhead, high productivity etc. 

In spite of these advantages, designing a good 00 software still remains difficult, one of 

the causes being the large variety of available design options and the trade-offs associated 

with them. Software design patterns, one of the hottest topics to emerge from the 00 

community, address this issue by offering a possibility for capturing and expressing design 

experience. Patterns capture knowledge about software construction that has been gained 

by many experts over many years. 

Software patterns frrst became popular with the wide acceptance of the book Design 

Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Sofivare by Eric h Gamma, Richard 

Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John VLissides (1995). There are also a number of other 

publications that helped popularise patterns (Buschmann, Meunier, Rohnert, Sornmerlad, 

and S tal, 1996), (Pree, 1995). Patterns have been used for many different domains, largely 

for software architecture and design. 

One of the main advantages of the 00 paradigm is that it promotes the reusability of 

software components. Researchers (Johnson Foote, 1 988), (Johnson and Russo, 199 1 ), 

(Opdyke, 1992) have identified those attributes of object-oriented languages that promote 

reusable software: 

Data abstraction refers to the property of objects to encapsulate both state and 

behavior. The only way to interact with an object and to determine an object state is by 

its behavior. Thus, data abstraction encourages modular systems that are easy to 

understand. 

Inheritance is the sharing of attributes between a class and its subclasses (Abadi and 

Cardelli, 1996). It promotes code reuse, since code shared by several classes can be 

placed in their common superclass to be inherited and reused. The programmer can 
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define in this case a new class by choosing a closely related class as its superclass and 

describing the difference between the old and new classes. This style of programming 

is called programming-by-difference (Johnson and Foote, 1988). Another advantage of 

inheritance is that it provides a way to organize and classify classes, since sibling 

classes are usually related. 

Polymoq~hism is defined by Booch (1994) as: 

"A concept in type-theory, according to which a name (such as variable 

declaration) may denote objects of many different classes that are related by 

some common superclass; thus, any object denoted by this name is able to 

respond to some common set of operations in different ways." (p. 5 17) 

In other words, a method c m  be invoked on an object without knowing the object's 

exact type. Because it works with a wider range of attributes, it is easier to reuse a 
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a+b will invoke different methods depending upon the class of the object in variable a. 

Operator "+" in this case is ovemden in each class. 

Polymorphism allows an object to interact with other different objects as long as they 

have the same interface. It simplifies the definition of client objects, decouples objects 

from each other and allows them to vary their relationships to each other at run-time 

(Gamma et al., 1995). 

Object-oriented languages have introduced a significant revolution in programming 

techniques. However, even if the programming job is made easier as the work is performed 

now at a higher level of abstraction with objects and class libraries, the programmer is still 

responsible for providing the structure and the flow control of the application. Therefore, 

reusability is achieved maidy at the class Ievel and only rarely at a higher level ( e g  

structural level). Object-Oriented Frameworks, as it will be seen in the next sections, carry 

the 00 paradigm further by aiming at reusing software at a larger scale. 

At the end it is worth mentioning that one of the main drawbacks of 00 programming 

seems to be execution efficiency. 00 specific operations such as creation and deletion of 
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dynamic objects, virtual methods, excessive usage of pointers. to name a few, can be very 

time consuming. Therefore, many system designers share the belief that traditional 

procedural programming should be used for better performance and 00 programming for 

better quality (modularity, maintainability, decoupling, etc.). While this statement might be 

true in general there are also examples of 00 programs that are faster than their procedural 

counterparts (Mostafari, 1998). 

3.3 Object Oriented Frameworks 

Most authors agree that 00 Frameworks are reusable design for an application, or a 

subsystem, represented by a set of cooperative abstract and concrete classes. Yet, there is 

no generdly accepted definition of a framework and its constituent parts. A widely 

accepted definition is given by Johnson and Foote (1988): 

"A framework is a set of ctasses that embodies an abstract design for solutions to a 

family of related problems, and supports reuses at a larger granularity than classes" 

(P. 23) 

The key terms in the definition of OOF are: 

Set of classes. The set of classes refers to a number of object oriented classes 

corresponding to the essential features of a problem domain. 

Design. The design of an application defines the overall structure of an application, 

its partitioning into classes and objects, the key responsibilities thereof, how the 

classes and objects collaborate, and the thread of control. 

Abstract design. An abstract design is a design in which some of the components 

(classes) are abstract. Abstract classes define methods in terms of a few undefined 

methods that have to be implemented by the subclasses. 

Solutions for a family of relafed problems. The solutions to a family of related 

problems usually have common elements. They can belong to particular business 
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units (such as data processing or cellular units) or application domains (such as user 

interfaces or real-time avionics). 

Reuse. Software reuse is the use of existing assets in some form within the software 

product development process. More than just code, assets are products and by- 

products of the software development Life cycle and include software components, 

test suites, designs and documentation. 

Granubity. Granularity in this defmition refers to the level of reuse. Low 

granularity reuse is the reuse of components while higher granularity reuse refers to 

design or analysis reuse. 

Usability- Usability refers to the quality or state of being usable- There are many 

factors that contribute to the usability of a framework such as: adaptability, 
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A framework usually defines the overall structure of all the applications derived from it, 

their partitioning into classes and objects, the key responsibilities thereof, how the classes 

and objects collaborate, and the thread of control. The developer is only responsible for 

customizing the framewoik to a particular application. This consists mainly on extending 

the abstract classes provided with the framework. 

Another important characteristic of frameworks is the inversion of control between the 

application and the framework on which it is based. The developer usually writes the code 

the fkmework calls (Johnson and Foote, 1988). This is a totally different way of thinking. 

In conventional systems, the developer's own program provides all of the structure and 

flow of execution and makes calls to function libraries as  necessary. This contrast between 

the flow control in the conventional approach and in the framework approach is illustrated 

in Figure 3. Note that this is the main flow control. Framework and libraries can have both 

called and calling components alike. 



Conventional 

anproat h 

Framework 

approach 

Figure 3 The flow control in conventional approach vs. framework approach 

It is worth noting that there are tools that allow the OOF flow control to be implemented in 

procedural programming, so that frameworks do not necessary require an object-oriented 

programming language (Johnson and Russo, 1991). However, 00 has the attributes that 

are particularly suitable for the framework approach. 

There are many types of fiamew-orks on the market, ranging from low level frameworks 

that provide basic system software services such as communication, printing, and file 

systems support, to very specialized high level frameworks for user interface or 

multimedia software components. Although the underlying principles are largely 

independent of the domains to which they are applied, a classification of frameworks by 

their scope is sometimes useful (Adair. 1995a),(Fayad and Schmidt, 1997): 

System infiustmcture e w o  Their primary use is to simplify the development 

of portable and efficient system infrastructure including operating systems, 

communication frameworks and frameworks for user interface. Being used internally 

within the organization, they are not typically sold to customers directly. 

Middleware integration or support frameworks. Their primary used is to integrate 

distributed applications and components. They enhance the ability of software to be 

modularized, reused and easily extended. Examples of middleware frameworks include 

message-oriented middleware and transactional databases. 
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Enterprise applikarion or domain frameworks. Their primary use is to support the 

development of end-user applications and products directly and therefore represent the 

base of enterprise business activities. They address different types of applications in a 

broad application domain such as telecommunications, avionics, manufacturing, 

education and financial engineering. In spite of the cost of developing and/or 

purchasing, enterprise frameworks can provide a substantial return on investment since 

they support the development of end-user applications and products directly. 

Another important ciassification is to consider the techniques used to extend a framework. 

From this perspective, frameworks range along a continuum between the two extremes: 

White-box or architecture-driving frameworks rely heavily on 00 features such 

inheritance and dynamic binding. The framework is extended either by inheriting from 

framework base classes or by overriding pre-defined hook methods (Fayad and 

Schmicii, 199%. A white-box frdmeworic defines interfaces for components that can be 

plugged into it via object composition. However, the of using white-box 

frameworks resides in the fact that they require in-depth understanding of the classes to 

be extended. Another weakness, specific to subclassing in general, is the dependence 

among methods: e.g. ovemding one operation might require ovemding another and so 

on. Subclassing can lead in this case to an explosion of classes. 

Black-box or &a-driven frameworks are structured using object composition and 

delegation rather than inheritance. They emphasize dynamic object relationships rather 

than static class relationships. New functionality can be added to a framework by 

composing existing (provided) objects in new ways to reflect the behavior of an 

application. The user in this case does not have to know the framework in-depth 

details, but only how to use existing objects and combine them. Black-box frameworks 

are therefore generally easier to use than white-box frameworks. On the other hand, 

black-box frameworks are more difficult to develop since their interfaces and hooks 

have to anticipate a wider range of potential use cases. Due to their predefined 

flexibility, black-box frameworks are more rigid in the domain they support. Heavy use 

of object composition can also make the designs harder to understand. Nevertheless, 
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many framework experts expect an increasing popularity of black-box frameworks, as 

developers become more familiar with techniques and patterns for factoring out 

common interfaces and components. 

These two categories presented above are extreme cases because in practice a framework 

hardly ever is pure white-box or black-box, or has only called or calling components. In 

general, in a framework, inheritance is combined with object composition. 

3.3.2 Framework Components 

Conceptually, most of the authors (Demeyer, Meijler, Nierstrasz and Steyaert, 1997) 

consider that there are two main components of a framework: 

Framework contmcts. The common functionality in a specific domain is captured in 

the framework contracts. They formalize exactly which parts of the framework are to 
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applications that use the same framework. The implementation and functionality of 

contracts are usually hidden from the user. However, because they form the skeleton of 

all applications, they have a direct impact on the performance and correctness of an 

application. 

Hot spots. A variable aspect of an application domain is called a hot spot (Schmid, 

1997). A framework is tailored for a specific application by implementing its hot spots 

according to the specific functionality of the application. Thus, different applications 

will differ from each other with regard to at least one hot spot. A hot spot allows a user 

to insert an application-specific class or subsystem. This can be done either by 

selecting the class or subsystem from a set of a set of predefined classes supplied with 

a black-box framework, or by extending the abstract classes as in a white-box 

framework case (Schmid, 1997) (Figure 4). 

Hot spots provide the mechanism for extending a framework and therefore their design has 

a big impact in the usability of the framework in general, especially in its flexibility and 

variability. Due to their importance, hotspots are further analysed in the next section. 



Figure 4 The hot-spot mechanism: (a) in a black-box the user has only to choose a class or 
a subsystem from the set supplied by the framework and @) in a white-box system the user 

has to actually build the class or the subsystem to be used by the framework 

The physical structure of a framework is composed as described by Bosh et al. (1997) of 

two main components: 

Corepamework design comprises both abstract and concrete cIasses and describes the 
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spots are implemented by the abstract classes in the framework visible for the 

framework user. The user has to extend these subclasses or to use subclasses provided 

by the frameworks in the black-box framework case. 

Framework internal increments represent optional libraries that might accompany the 

framework. Their role is to make the framework more usable. Concrete subclasses used 

in black-box extensions or other classes that implement a specific common behavior 

are part of the internal increments of a framework. 

3.3.2.1 Hot-Spots 

Hot spots have a big impact in the reusability and flexibility of a framework and therefore 

it is worthwhile to explore them in more details. Schmid (1997) suggests that the 

variability required from a hot spot can be classified by the following characteristics: 

The common responsibility (R in Figure 4) that generalises the different 

alternatives 

The different alternatives that realize R 
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The kind of variability required. This variability can be considered for example in 

alternatives with a common interface but different implementations, or alternatives 

with uniform service over different structures and so on. 

The multiplicity that gives the number and structuring of the alternatives that may 

be bound to a hot spot. It is directly related to the previous characteristic in the 

sense that usually the kind of variability dictates the number and structure of the 

alternatives. 

The binding time represents the point of time at which an dternative is selected. 

This time is either the time of creating an application or the run time. In the fust 

case the application developer realizes the binding while in the second case it is the 

end user responsibility to do it either once or repeatedly. 

Structurally, a hot spot is typically composed of a base class and a number of subclasses as 

illustrated in Figure 5: 

An abstract base class, which defines the interface for common responsibilities 

Concrete derived classes, which implement application specific alternatives 

Possibly additional classes and relationships 

In the case of a white box framework, the application programmer has to implement the 

derived concrete classes. In contrast, a black box framework provides aU these concrete 

classes and the user is responsible for choosing the appropriate ones and combining them 

to obtain the functionality required by the application. 

Concrete Class R1 -1 -1 
Figure 5 Example of hot spot subsystem (Schmid, 1997). 

A hot spot usually contains or has attached a polymorphic reference typed with the base 

class. The user binds the hot spot by setting the reference to a subclass object of the base 
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class. This object can be from a prefabricated set supplied with the framework in black-box 

case or can be built by the application developer by extending the base class. Methods in 

the base class are specialized in a child class and every call to such a method will be 

dynamically bound, via its reference, to the subclass method executed. Therefore, a hot 

spot subsystem introduces variability that is usually transparent to the remainder of the 

framework. 

3-3.3 Developing Frameworks 

The task of designing a framework is difficult: 

"If applications are hard to design, and toolkits are harder, then frameworks 

are hardest of all." [Gamma et al. 1995, p. 27) 

Part of the problem comes kom the inherent conflict between reuse and tailorability 

Packagnz software components that can he reused in as many contexts as possible and 

designing software architectures that are easily adapted to target requirements are usually 

contradictory requirements. Another difficulty resides in understanding the problem 

domain and finding the appropriate abstractions (Johnson and Russo, 199 1). 

Building a framework is essentially an iterative process (Johnson and Russo, 1991), 

(Adair, 1995b) as frameworks more than any other software product are subject to change 

and refactoring (Opdyke, 1992). Bosch et al. (1997) identify three phases in forming the 

framework development process. They are illustrated in Figure 6 and are described as 

follows: 

Figure 6 The process of developing a framework 
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I. The framework developmentphase. It is often the most effort consuming phase and its 

outcome is the initial version of the framework. Frameworks can be thought of as 

abstractions of possible solutions to a class of problem. Since people develop 

abstractions by generalizing from concrete examples, looking at existing solutions can 

identify opportunities for new frameworks. The process of  identifying abstractions in a 

problem domain is different depending on the experience a designer has accumulated 

in that domain. 

One approach assumes that the developer has expertise in the problem domain and thus 

the analysis phase consists of identifying abstractions in families of applications that 

have been already built. After the abstractions have been identified, a fust version of 

the framework can be developed. The existing applications are then built using the 

framework, and any necessary revisions to the framework, are considered. 

The second approach assumes that there is no previous experience in the problem 

domain. In this case, domain experts will not understand how to codify the abstractions 

that they have in their minds, and programmers will not understand the domain well 

enough to derive the abstraction. It is necessary therefore to first develop a set of 

applications in the problem domain. The more applications are built, the more apparent 

common abstraction will become. 

2. Theframework usage phase. It is sometimes referred to as the framework installation 

or application development phase. In this phase the framework is used in building 

applications. 

3. Theframework evolution & maintenance phase. I t  uses knowledge gained during the 

previous phase in order to change the current version of the framework. A framework 

evolves as: 

errors are reported from shipped applications 

new abstractions are identified due to changes in the problem domain or 

changes in the business domain 

common elements become obvious in many applications. 
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It is important to note that the emphasis in this model is on the process of building 

frameworks, In contrast, Roberts and Johnson (1996) regard a framework as a product of 

such a process and propose a model for its evolution, as illustrated in Figure 7. The model 

consists of several patterns. As illustrated in Figure 7, at a particular moment in 

framework's evolution, one or more of these patterns components can be part of the 

framework- 

t Time 

Figure 7 Typical framework evolution (Roberts and Johnson, 1996) 

In this model, a framework usually -- but not necessarily -- follows the path illustrated in 

Figure 7. The patterns are described as follows: 

Three Examples (Initial Development) 

Roberts and Johnson (1996) propose building three examples in the problem domain in 

order to identify abstractions to be captured by the framework. It is one of the approaches 

for initial framework development used especially when there is no previous expertise in 

the problem domain. Three is suggested as a minimum number of examples to be 

considered but the more applications are used the more evident some of the abstractions in 

the problem domain become. 

White Box Frameworks 

As described in section 3.3.2, white-box frameworks use inheritance for tailoring a 

framework to a specific application. While developing subsequent applications, stable parts 
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that are not usually overriden can be factored out in abstract classes and included in the 

framework. They form a white box framework because the programmer has to subclass 

these abstract classes in order to use them. 

Component Library 

Common objects that are often used in many applications can be stored in a library for 

future reuse. A library usually contains concrete objects that can be directiy used in an 

application. A framework with a good library of concrete components will be easier to use. 

Various applications develop concrete classes for tailoring a framework to a specific 

application. The component Library of a framework is the result of accumulating such 

concrete classes that can be reused in future applications. While at the beginning every 

concrete component can be included in the Library in the long run, only those that are often 

used remain. 

Hot Spots 

If the hot spots of a framework are scattered across an application, it is difficult to track 

them down and change. Therefore, by gathering the code that varies into a single location 

(ideally a single object) it will both simplify the reuse process and show users where the 

designers expect the framework to change. 

Ptuggable Objects 

Pluggable objects refer to those subclasses that differ in trivial ways. The idea is that the 

new classes, no matter how trivial, i~crease the complexity of the system. Therefore, it is 

preferable to use adaptable subcIasses that can be parameterized with messages to send, 

indexes to access, blocks to evaluate, or whatever else distinguishes one trivial subclass 

from another. 

Fine-grained Objects 

One way of reducing the number of possible concrete objects in the Library (and implicitly 

the complexity of the system) is to break objects into finer and finer granularities. A 

composition of these objects can recreate the desired behavior of any ori,@nal class. This 

will reduce the code duplication, as well as the need to create new subclasses for each new 

application. 
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Black-box Framework 

As already mentioned, a black-box framework is a framework in which one can reuse 

components by plugging them in. The main advantage of using black-box frameworks is 

that the user can avoid programming and allow the compositions to vary at run time. On 

the other hand black box frameworks are harder to develop because they have to 

implement all the functionality required by different applications in the problem domain. 

Visual Builder 

With a black box framework, an application can be created entirely by connecting objects 

of existing classes. A graphical program that allows the user to specify the objects in an 

application and how they are connected seems to be the next logical step especially 

considering the fact that domain experts are rarely programmers. At this point they should 

be able to create applications by simply manipulating images on the screen. 

Language took 

The visual domain-specific language that was just built requires, just like any other 

programming language, features to assist in the programming and debugging processes. 

3.3.4 Advantages of Using Frameworks 

The popularity of frameworks is justified by their strengths in enabling the reuse of 

software components, design and analysis. In the following, a number of advantages of 

using frameworks are described (Landin and Niklasson, 1995): 

Analysis, design and code reuse. The main advantage of frameworks is that they capture 

the programming expertise necessary to solve a particular class of problems. Programmers 

use frameworks to obtain such problem-solving expertise without having to develop it 

independently. Frameworks allow reuse not only at the coding level but also, more 

important, at the design level and even at the analysis level (Johnson and Russo, 1991). It 

reuses analysis because it offers a guideline on breaking down a large problem into smaller 

problems and it describes the kinds of objects that are important. It reuses design because a 

framework introduces design constraints (component interfaces and communication 

algorithms) that any implementation must satisfy. Finally, it reuses code because the 
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implementation of a new component can inherit most of its behavior from an abstract class 

and can use components from the Library that might accompany the framework. 

Development time. Once a framework is understood, the development time for an 

application should drop because the code and the design can be reused. Besides, the 

modeling and the design are easier since frameworks offer guidance in developing the 

application. 

Maintenance. This is another consequence of reusing the code in a framework. It is easier 

to maintain several applications built on top of a framework than the same applications 

built independently. This is a consequence of the fact that a framework imposes a similar 

design structure and functionality on all its applications in contrast with the design of the 

independent applications. 

Testing. Testing an application that uses a framework is limited to the new modules 

introduced by the application extensions assuming that the framework works and is used 

correctly. 

Reliizbility. As the framework is used, it is also tested more often and more bugs and errors 

are reported and solved. This makes applications built using stable frameworks more 

reliable compared to those developed from scratch. 

Company standards. Ideally, a framework not only implements a proven design solution 

but also enables company standards. Standard constrains on the code and design, set by the 

framework have to be followed by its applications. 

Frameworks embody expertise. As frameworks embody expertise, problems are solved 

once and the solution is used consistently. This enables software developers to concentrate 

on their particular problem domain and rely on the framework to provide consistent 

services. 

Improved consktency and compatibiIity. Applications using a framework are more likely 

to be compatible with each other. 
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3.3.5 Drawbacks of Using Frameworks 

OOFs do not claim to be the "magic formula" that will provide al l  the above advantages at 

no cost. There are a number of chalIenges that must be addressed in order to employ 

frameworks effectively (Fayad and Schimdt, 1997): 

Framework development effort. As mentioned in previous sections, developing reusable 

frameworks for complex application domains is a very difficult task. Very often only 

expert developers posses the skills required to produce frameworks successfully. 

Learning curve. Learning to use an 00 framework typically requires considerable effort. 

Depending on the complexity of the framework, it might take several months to become 

highly productive with a specific framework. Sometimes, hands-on mentoring and training 

courses are required for improving the learning process. However, this effort might not be 

cost-effective, unless the effort required for learning a framework can be amortized over 
'P1 many projects. t nerc has bear1 axicnsivc work on i ~ p r u v h g  the itxi-ing cwrz. F~~pus t l ;  

solutions range from methods and rules for improving the documentation (Johnson, 1992), 

(Adair, 1995b) to delivering frameworks with concrete examples that can be used in the 

learning process (Gangopadhyay and Mitra, 1995). 

Integrability. As applications become more and more complex, they will be increasingly 

based on the integration of multiple frameworks, class libraries and existing components. 

Since many earlier generation fiameworks were designed only for a specific problem 

domain, difficulties may be encountered in integration with other frameworks specidised 

for other domains. 

Maintenance. As discussed in the previous section, applications built with frameworks are 

easier to maintain because assuming that the framework is correct, o d y  the extensions that 

the applications introduce have to be maintained. However, the other side of the coin is 

that frameworks evolve over time and thus applications must evolve with them. This 

introduces an overhead in the application maintenance. It is desirable therefore that a 

framework is not extensively used until it is proven itself (Johnson and Russo, 1991). It is 
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probably better to f m t  use the framework for some small pilot projects as test cases for the 

framework developers. 

Validation and defect removal. Similar to maintenance, testing has also a side effect. 

Although a well-designed modular framework can localize the impact of software defects, 

validation and debugging can be a task. This happens because bugs are introduced 

into the framework from many possible sources such as failure to understand the 

requirements, overly coupled design, or an incorrect implementation. Since these sources 

of errors are common for any software development effort, it is difficult to distinguish bugs 

in the framework from bugs in the application code. 

Emciency. Mechanisms that frameworks rely on, such as dynamic binding, employ 

additional levels of indirection. The use of dynamic binding improves the generality and 

flexibility of the framework but reduces efficiency. This also applies to other 00 specific 

operations such as dynamic creation and deletion of objects, virtual methods etc., 

Standards. Currently the lack of accepted standards for designing, implementing, 

documenting, and adapting frameworks impedes them from being truly effective across 

multiple application domains. A framework developed in one language cannot be used for 

applications that use other languages. It is important for companies and developers to work 

with standards organizations and middeware vendors to ensure that the emerging 

specifications support true interoperability and define features that meet their software 

needs. 

3.4 OOF Applied to the DES Problem Domain 

Simulation products on the market come in two main flavours: simulation languages and 

application-oriented packages. Simulation languages offer more flexibility than the 

simulation packages (Maria, 1997). However, their effective use requires programming 

expertise. 

The majority of DES packages adopt a framework smcture. The DES world is very 

suitable for the fiarnework approach because the basic mechanisms such as sending and 
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receiving events are very similar in all DES applications and can be captured by 

frameworks. There are many examples of white-box DES frameworks that implement 

different modeling views: such as GTW implementing the LP view (Das, Fujimoto, 

Panesar, Allison and Hybinette, 1994), TeD for process driven (Perumalla, Oglieski and 

Fujimoto, 1996)(Perumalla, 1996), JSIM for event-driven and process-driven (Miller, Nair, 

Zhang and Zhao, 1997) etc. In contrast, most of the commercial simulators such as OPNET 

(1998) or MedModel (1998) are black-box frameworks that address specific problem 

domains (telecommunication networks or health care simulations). Another example of 

black-box framework for the simulation of ATM networks is the ATM-TN simulator 

(Unger, Covington, Gburzynski, Gomes, Ono-Tesfaya, Ramaswarny, Williamson and 

Xiao, 1995). 

TeD is an interesting example of a simulation fimework, designed for computer network 

simulations. The two sets of orthogonal concepts that are distinguished in TeD are the 

framework itself (MetaTeD) and the hotspots implemented by the user (external language). 

MetaTeD implements the contracts (body) of the framework that consists in defining the 

various network elements, how they interact to each other etc. All the complexity of the 

underlying parallel synchronisation mechanism is captured in MetaTeD and hidden from 

the user. An interesting particularity of the TeD framework is the idea of using different 

programming languages for implementing its hotspots. Although MetaTeD is written in the 

CH- programming language, it can be extended (combined) with any regular general- 

purpose programming language. 

As a consequence of simulation packages following the framework approach, they share 

some of OOF general advantages such as: easier to learn compared to simulation 

languages, modeling constructs closely related to the application, natural framework for 

simulation modeling and conceptualization to name a few. Another advantage is that some 

of the complexity of the implementation, whether for sequential or parallel execution, is 

hidden from the user. There is therefore a preference for these simulation frameworks over 

simulation languages. 
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3.5 Summary 

This chapter has presented a brief overview of the state-of-the-art in the field of object- 

oriented frameworks. A number of issues concerning 00 frameworks have been surveyed, 

with the emphasis on understanding frameworks composition, their strengths and 

weaknesses. 

Frameworks do not require object-oriented programming. However, developing a 

framework using such a language is preferable since the 00 paradigm has attributes such 

as: data abstraction, inheritance and polymorphism that support reuse of software elements. 

OOFs carry the 00 paradigm further by providing infrastructure and flexibility for 

deploying 00 technology. 

Frameworks have been used extensively in a variety of problem domains. Several common 

components are found in a.ll these types of frameworks. Framework contracts and hot spots 

arc ihe mosi generd compvnenia or a hiiicwtXk. = i  d&pfi fi: &2 iGZL--,iiS h z  a big 

impact of the correctness and efficiency of the framework's applications while the design 

of its hot spots influences its flexibility and extensibility. 

A model of framework evolution was then presented along with some patterns that usually 

occur in the lifetime of a framework. Also, some of the strengths and weaknesses of 

frameworks were discussed in the last sections of the chapter. The main goal was to make 

the reader aware of the benefits of frameworks as well as some pi t fds  that can impede the 

successful development and use of frameworks. 

Finally, the last section of the chapter briefly discussed the applicability of OOF to DES 

problem domain. Examples of DES packages described in the previous chapter have been 

identified as following the OOF approach. 



CHAPTER 4: SIMKIT - AN OOF FOR DES 

Having laid out some of the underlying principles of DES and OOF, the main goal of this 

chapter is to introduce SimKit - the simulation package that we wish to extend. SimKit was 

developed at the University of Calgary and is aimed at fast parallel and sequential 

execution of DES applications. One of the key aspects of extended SimKit is that it has 

been identified as being an OOF within the DES problem domain. Based on this fact, 

possible directions in SimKit's evolution are ident5ed and fiarnework techniques and 

knowledge are applied for accomplishing this task. 

Section 4.1 presents a detailed description of SirnKit. This includes its initial requirements 

and the main components in the SirnKit application programmer interface (APK). Section 

4.2 describes the main execution phases of a SimKit application. In the last part of the 

chapter (section 4.3) SimKit is identified as an OOF and it is analysed from this 

perspective. The analysis consists of identifying the two main OOF components in SimKit, 

contracts and hot spots, as well as some advantages and disadvantages derived from 

SimKit being an OOF. The discussion continues with the presentation of some of the 

factors that can effect SimKit's evolution and based on the experience with OOF, the "three 

examples" approach presented in the previous chapter is chosen for extending the 

framework. 

SimKit is a high performance discrete event simulation package developed at The 

University of Calgary (Gomes et al., 1995) as part of the TeleSim project (Williamson, 

Unger and Xiao, 1998). Its goal is: 
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"to provide an event-driven logical process modeling interface that 

facilitates the effortless building of application models for sequential and 

parallel simulation with high performance execution capabilities" (Gomes 

et ai., 1995, p. 707) 

SimKit represents a common interface for several simulation executives. Figure 8 outlines 

the architecture of a typical application that uses it. SimKit is used directly by an 

application and it can be configured with a number of kernels or executives that run on 

several platforms. The sequential kernel based on a central event list, CelKit, performs well 

on a variety of UNIX and Personal Computer platforms. Two parallel versions can run 

using a conservative algorithm or an optimistic one. WaiKit, the conservative kemel is an 

optimised CMB kernel developed at the University of Waikato (CIeary and Tsai, 1996). 

WarpKit is the optimistic kernel based on Time Warp mechanism and it has been 

developed at The University of Calgary (Xiao and Unger, 1995). Both implementations 

suppoa efficient parallel execution on shared memory multiprocessor hardware such as the 

Silicon Graphics Power Challenge and the Sun Sparc-Server 1000/2000. 

Model 1 
- - 

SimKit 

I PC, Workstation, Server 

Figure 8 The architecture of an application that uses SimKit 

The high level requirements that have driven SimKit's design and development and how 

the current implementation meets these requirements can be summarized as follows 

(Gomes et al., 1995): 

1. EfFcient event-oriented Zogiial process view of simuhztion. SimKit is a high 

performance simulation package that adopts the LP modeiing view of the simulation. 

Performance is the main driving force in SimKit and this is reflected in many of the 

design and implementation decisions. The LP view that SimKit implements is an 
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example in this sense. The LP view is very efficient, in spite of the fact that there is 

some debate whether it is the best approach for modeling a simulation problem (Page 

and Nance, 1994). There are two reasons why the LP view of simulation enables high 

performances. First the scheduling of events via invocation of the corresponding LP's 

event-processing member function is more efficient than the costly context-switching 

approach in a process-oriented model. Second, the memory requirements are lower as 

LPs are active only for the duration of an event i.e. there is no need for a per LP stack 

in the simulation. Besides the LP view, performance was also increased due to 

optimizations of the three engines. The FEL in the sequential simulation control 

system, for example, uses a splay tree implementation. The parallel versions contain 

variations of the conservative and optimistic mechanisms, optimized for execution on 

shared memory multiprocessors. 

2. Transparency with respect to the underlying simulation kernel. This requirement 

refers to the cornparibiiity among versions of the irameworii coniigured with 

kernels. SimKit manages to hide the complexity of the engine, whether sequential or 

parallel, from the user presenting a common application programmer interface (APT). 

Running a model using any of these kernels requires a small number of modifications 

in the application. Most of the required changes are due to the fact that a pardel 

version requires extra operations for partitioning and, in the optimistic case, state 

saving operations. This compatibility among different kernels is important because as 

mentioned in chapter 2, none of the PDES schemes implemented by these kernels can 

provide good performance for all types of  applications. Compatibility allows the 

underlying kernei to be easily changed when the performance of an application is not 

satisfactory. Evolving schemes and feature extensions can also be easily integrated into 

the simulation control engine without affecting the SimKit API. 

3. Embedded in a general-purpose Innguage that supports a wide range of applications. 

The SimKit package is implemented in C*, a commonly used general-plupose object- 

oriented programming language. The applications that use SimKit are also required to 

be written in C++. The advantage of using a well-known language is that the 
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programmer is not forced to learn a new language and can instead concentrate on the 

system modeling work. 

4. Ease of use. SimKit, because of its simplicity is relatively easy to iearn. Problems that 

might arise are because of the constraints the LP view imposes on the developer such 

those regarding the input-output handling during execution, error handling, prohibition 

against using global variables, etc. However, a large number of different simulation 

applications from a variety of areas have proven that in spite of the restrictions and 

constraints it introduces, the LP view of modeling can still be successfuliy used. 

4 SimKit API 

The SirnKit MI consists of three classes, one type and several convenience functions and 

macros. The three classes are sk-simulation for simulation control, sk-lp for 

modeling application sub-space behavior and state transitions and sk-event for 

nwrleling the interxfion hetween Us. These classes are directly derived and used in a-n 

application to implement a desired behaviour. 

4.1.1.1 The sk simulation Class 

The s k-simula t ion class provides the initialization interface to the SimKit kernel 

(Figure 9). The user seldom, if ever, needs to derive classes from this class. Only one 

object of this class is allowed to exist at one time per program. The sk-simulation 

class offers different methods for returning the simulation current and end time, the size of 

largest event in the system, the different trace and debug flags. The initialize ( ) 

method is automatically called by the kernel at the beginning of a simulation. Its role is to 

set the simulation parameters from the command Line or from a configuration fde such as 

the name of the experiment, simulation end time, debug, and trace flags of the simulation. 

There are also a number of methods used for setting these parameters. The main method 

that starts and runs the simulation is start-simulation. The rises ( ) method 

returns the number of processors in the system. It has no implementation with CeIKit 

kernel. 
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+initialize() 
%emel() : sk-simulationr 
*cur,lp() : sk_lpr 
*cur-event() : sk-event consr 
*cur-time() : sk-time 
*end-time(] : sk-time 
%ame() : char const" 
%ace-flags() : int 
*debug-flags[) : int 
%ax-went-size0 : size-t 
+file-descriptor(ind filejndex) : int 
%ges() : int 
%base() : stafic int 
%~c-in-mntsize(size-t size) 
*setfile-index(int fib-index. int file-descn ptor) 
*setend-tirne(sk-time end-time) 
%etname(char const 'name) 
*set-trace-flagsont flags) 
*set-debug-flagsont flags) 
*start-simulation() 

Figure 9 sk-simulation class methods 

4.1.1.2 The sk lp Class 

The skJp class implements LPs in SimKit. In order to construct a simulation model the 

user implements hisher own LP classes derived from sk-lp. Each child of the sk-lp 

class represents one particular type of LP in the system. There might be more instances of 

a sk-lp subclass in the system, but all the LP objects can only be created at the beginning 

of the simulation. 

Two of the methods (alloc and dealloc) in this cIass deal with memory allocation. 

They form the only allocation mechanism that is guaranteed to work correctly during 

parallel simulation execution. 

For the user, the most important methods in this class are those that he/she has to 

implement. The three virtual methods are (Figure 10): 

process ( sk-event cons t *ev) method is the place where the user specifies 

an LP7s behaviour, that is, the activities that are performed by the LP when receiving an 

event. The kernel delivers an event to an LP by invoking this method with the event 

object as parameter. One approach is to implement this method as a large case 

statement with the event type specifying the branching of control. In this way it can 

mimic the behavior of the LP for different types of events. Another alternative is to 
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defme a larger number of different LPs in the model each handling only few different 

events. 

initialize ( ) method is called by the kernel once for each LP object at the 

beginning of the simulation. Optionally this method can be used to set the LP's initial 

state arid to schedule the first event(s), sometimes called seed events. 

terminate ( ) method is called after the simulation is terminated and before the LP 

object is destroyed. It allows the user to wrap up the LP work collecting eventual 

statistics and reports. 

*sk-lp() : int 
*set-css-info(void 'addr, size-t len) , *set-error() 
*set trace-flags(int flags) 
&-*-a-~, .- G " - - l : d  a---n 

a o ~ ~ w o u u y - ~ r o y a ( r ~  IL t 1 a y 3 1  

%ace-flags() : int 
*debug-flags() : int 
?nitialize() 
%rocess(sk-event const 'ev) 
%eminate() : void 
+Ip-numg : int 

, Ypqe() : int 
' +type0 : tsklp-me 

%ask() : sk-task-base ' 
&nia : void 
*save-int(int const 'data) 
*save-fl oat(fl oat const 'data) 
*save_pointer(void const 'data) 
*save-double(double const "data) 
*saveetime(s k-b me) 
*save-block(vold const 'data, size-t len) 
*alloc(size-t size) 
+dealloc(void 'ptr) 
%ace0 
%rintf(int file-index, char const 'fmt. ...) 
%printf(int file-index, char const 'fmt. ca-list args) 
%te(void 'ptr, int size, int nitems, int fileindex) 

Figure 10 The visible structure of s k-lp class 

Other methods set or read debug and trace flags, transparently deal with memory and 

input/output operations, both sequentially and in parallel, or save the state of a variable 

when used with the WarpKit kernel (Figure LO). 
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4-1.1.3 The sk event Class 

The sk-event class is the base class for all the event classes in an application. An LP 

(source LP) communicates with another LP (destination LP) by creating an event and 

sending it to the destination LP to be processed at a specific time. The user derives from 

this class in order to include application-defined content of event. It is not necessary that 

events correspond to real events in the system. An event, for example, may simply be a 

query message to determine the value of another LP's state as no shared variables are 

allowed. 

There are just a few methods in this class as Little functionality is associated with an event. 

For performance reasons, the n e w  operator in sk-event class overrides the C-H n e w  

operator. All events that are to be sent must be allocated using this operator. The most 

important method in this class is send-and-delete that sends the current event to the 

specified LP to be received at the specified time. Once an event is sent, it is effectively 

deleted from the sender's address space. The send-and-delete is the only event 

synchronization primitive that is necessary in the event driven LP view. 

The other few methods refer to debugging (trace) or are access methods (recv-time) 

(Figure 1 1). 

sk-event I 
*operator new(size-t size) 
%ern-time0 : sk-time 
%ace() : char cone 

Figure 11 The structure of the public interface of sk-event class 

4.2 Execution Phases 

The execution of a SimKit application is divided into six phases (SimKit, 1995). It starts 

with a single thread of control executing on a single processor. Especially due to the 

parallel execution, there are a number of constraints and rules for each of the phases as 

listed in Table 2: 



Table 2 SimKit execution phases 
- - .  

Name 
--- - 

Program 
Initialization 

SimKit and 
Model 
Global 
Initialization 

Logical 
process 
Initialization 

Description 

This phase occurs before the initialization method in 
s k-s imulation class is executed. Constructors of static 
objects such as the simulation event-list are called during this 
phase. The function main is executed during this phase, the 
application model command line arguments are stripped off 
and the sk-simulation object is constructed, either 
statically or dynamically. 

No events may be created or sent during this phase. No LPs 
may be created during this phase. 

.. . 

This phase starts with the execution of the initialize 
method of class sk-simulation- This method strips and 
uses some of the command line arguments. The LPs that 
compose the model are instantiated using the new operator 
and allocated to processors. Allocation of LPs to processors is 
c t q t i ~  --and m q x r  he nntinnallv cnerifid by the m ~ & ! b y  the .SLY-- CL..U LIIUJ "CI YyUYL-- J -r------ 

LP's constructor. Any global, application data structures are 
usually built during this phase. No events may be created or 
sent during this phase. Phase 2 ends with passing control to 
the simulation run time system. 
-- - 

After the program has instantiated ail LPs and completed 
other global initialization, it calls the initialize method 
in each LP class exactly once. Simulation time does not 
advance during this phase and no events are received. The 
restrictions on the programmer are: 

(1) no LPs may be created during this phase, and 

(2) events must be allocated via the new operator in 
s k-even t class. 

Other than these, no restrictions are imposed on the 
programmer (although care should be taken when operating 
on global information in parallel execution since starting with 
this phase, each LP is executed in parallel). This phase is 
usually used to send out seed events to start the simulation. 
These seed events are not received by their destination LPs 
until aU LPs have been initialized and phase 4 has begun even 
if they are scheduIed to be received at time 0. 



Simulation 
Execution 

Logical 
process 
Termination 

Simulation 
Clean-up 

- - - 

SimKit kernel, whether sequential or parallel, begins 
dispatching events to their destination LPs. When an event 
occurs at an LP, the process method in that LP is cailed 
and its LVT advances to the time the event was scheduled to 
occur. The phase ends when one of the following conditions 
is met: 

n there are no more events to process (normal termination) 

o the simulation end time has been reached (normal 
termination) 

a a user reported error occurs (abnormal termination) 

a a SimKit error occurs (abnormal termination) 

This phase starts when phase 4 ends normally. Each LP's 
terminate method is cailed. Simulation time does not 
advance during this phase and no events are received. The 
programmer is restricted from sending events and creating 
U s .  This phase is usuaily used to perform LP specific 
termination operations. such as reporting LP specific 
statistics. 

When phase 5 ends normally, the main function of 
s k-s imulat ion class returns. There are no restrictions on 
the programmer. This phase is often used to tally statistics and 
output final reports. 

4.3 Extending SimKit 

SimKit has been used for different DES applications since its initial release in 1995. A 

number of changes to remove defects, kernel optimisations, new features etc, have been 

made in different releases during this time. The following sections and the next chapter 

describe a process for extending SimKit using an OOF approach and a number of issues 

related to the design and implementation of a new release that incorporates these 

extensions. The purpose of these changes is to support a particular class of DES 

applications: network model applications as defined in chapter 1. 
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4.3.1 SimKit an OOF for DE§ 

The presentation made in the first part of this chapter suggests that SimKit is an OOF type 

of software. In supporting this hypothesis, Table 3 surnarizes how the key terms in the 

OOF definition presented in Section 3.3 are addressed in SimKit. 

Key term 

Set of classes 

Design 

Abstract design 

Solutions for a 
family of related 
problems 

Reuse & Reuse 
Granularity 

Usability 

Table 3 OOF key terms and SimKit 
SimKit package 

SimKit package implement a number of classes 
corresponding to the essential features of the DES problem 
domain. The main features of a DES application (the 
simulation experiment, LPs and events in the system, the 
FEL, etc.) are each modeled by classes in the SimKit 
package. 
-- - 

SimKit defmes the overall structure of an application. Thus, 
a SimKit application consists of a number of LPs that 
collaborate to each other by exchanging events during the 
experiment. 
- - -  

SimKit's design is an abstract one since sk-lp class is 
abstract. It contains the hook method process, which is a 
pure virtual method that has to be implemented by the user. 

SimKit offers solutions for any DES and PDES problem. 

SimKit promotes reuse at different granularity levels: 

at the very low level of class reuse by reusing the 
components implemented by the classes in the API 

at the design level by imposing design constraints that 
each application has to follow such that regarding shared 
attributes 

at the analysis level by that a problem has to be 
decomposed in disjoint states modeled by LPs that can 
exchange messages etc. 

A number of factors such as: robustness, performance, 
simplicity etc. make SimKit a usable package. However, one 
of the few factors that reduce this usability is the adaptability 
of the framework; SimKit requires a relatively high 
investment in order to be customized for a specific 
application. 
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SimKit is a white-box OOF since its applications use mainly inheritance and overriding. 

Two framework specific components can also be identified in SimKit: 

contracts are represented by the three engines: CelKit, WaiKit and WarpKit. Each of 

these kernels implements the same classical LP view. The main difference is that two 

of these engines, WaiKit and WarpKit, allow building and running PDES applications. 

If execution time is not a critical issue, SimKit can use the CelKit kernel and execute 

sequentially, otherwise it can be configured with one of the other parallel contracts. As 

mentioned in chapter 2, due to their different synchronisation algorithms, the WaiKit 

engine offers good potential for certain classes of problems while WarpKit is more 

suitable for others. 

hot spots in SimKit are represented by the three main classes that are used to define an 

application, namely s k-s imulation, s k-event and s k-lp. The 

sk-sim~iacion class is usuaiiy used direcdy and oniy occasionaiiy the user wouici 

subclass it. The sk-event class can also be utilised directly as a simple event object 

but it is usually derived and used as a carrier for message information. The sk-lp 

class is the only hot spot in SimKit that must be derived in order to be used. Its 

process method must be overridden, otherwise the simulation application cannot 

work (events have to be sent out and processed). In order to insure that the user 

overrides the process method, it is implemented as a C++ pure virtual method. 

A very important observation here is that these hot spots are common to all contracts. 

There are only a few methods that have a corresponding implementation for only one 

of the kernels (methods for state savings for example). As a result few changes are 

required in the application when switching from one kernel to another. 

The observation that SimKit is an OOF is very important because the experience with 

other types of frameworks can be applied to guide SimKit's evolution and maintenance. 

Another consequence is that SirnKit shares the same strengths and weaknesses with all 

other OOFs. The following are a number of advantages and disadvantages associated with 

the SimKit OOF. 
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Advantages that SimKit can and does exploit: 

Analysis, design and code reuse. SimKit reuses analysis because if offers guidance for 

analysing a problem based on LP view modeling. According to this model, disjoint PPs 

have to be identified in the physical system first, then their patterns of communication 

established, and the types of events that are exchanged in the system. These guidelines 

can significantly simplify the analysis of the problem. SimKit also reuses the design by 

putting constraints in the design of component interfaces and communication 

algorithms. Finally, it promotes code reuse since the classes it provides are directly or 

indirectly (through inheritance) utilised in an application. 

Development time. Improvement in the development time is mainly a consequence of 

reusing. Therefore, the more built-in components provided with the fnmework the 

shorter the development time and effort. 

Testing and reliability. These two benefits of OOF are related. They are a consequence 

of the fact that as SirnKit is used more bugs and errors are found and fixed. 

Framework embodies expertise. This is a main advantage of using SimKit. Different 

kernels that are used with SirnKit are the result of intensive research work performed 

by parallel simulation specialists and programmers with less expertise in PDES field 

can use these solutions. Therefore an application programmer is able to implement a 

PDES application following SirnKit rules and guidelines with limited pardel software 

development expertise. 

Disadvantages that SimKit should and does try to minimise: 

Framework development effort. Developing SimKit and especially its internal parallel 

synchronisation mechanisms required a sustained effort. Similarly with other OOFs, 

this work has been performed mainly by expert developers. 

Learning curve. Although this is a weakness for many OOFs, it does not have a big 

impact in SimKit. Due to its simplicity, one can relatively easily learn to use SimKit 
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especially if he/she is familiar with the LP modeling view. This is the reason this 

aspect is in fact presented as an advantage of SimKit compared with other simulation 

frameworks- 

Maintenance. This refers to the generated by changes in the framework as 

it evolves over time, This also is not a serious issue in SimKit since most of the 

changes occur internally in the contracts (kernels). One of the priorities was that 

changes in the hot spots of the framework be kept at a minimum Level. As an example, 

although WaiKit requires information regarding the topology of an application, in 

order to maintain a common, stable, API for all the kernels, the initial SimKit API has 

not been changed to aUow capturing this extra information- Instead, the WaiKit kernel 

reads this information from an external file for each application. The downside is that 

the topology in the external fie has to be consistent with the one in the application and 

this can be error prone. 

Valid~iiun and defect removal. Debugging and bugremoval in an application built on 

top of a framework are more difficult as explained in the previous chapter. In order to 

minimize this weakness, SimKit has different execution modes. When running in 

debug mode it checks the code for correctness more often and signals potential misuse. 

It also offers the possibility of running an application in the trace mode. This facility, 

although not compietely implemented in SimKit, supports this technique of marking 

particular events so that their effect as they travel in the system can be observed and 

analysed. 

Efficiency. Since efficiency is one of the main requirements for SimKit and also the 

primary goal of PDES, a great deal of work has been done in improving the efficiency. 

Whenever possible, 00 related time consuming operations have been restricted or 

optimised, 
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43.2 Directions in Extending SimKit 

As a PDES framework, performance is the driving force in S f i t ' s  development and 

evolution. This is reflected in the continuous effort for optimising the existing kernels 

(abstractions) and impiementing new, more efficient ones such as the new TasKit kernel. 

The second god is to facilitate the development process of the applications that use the 

SimKit framework. Libraries that implement common elements in many applications fall 

in this category. 

A framework evolution is influenced by several factors as mentioned in Section 3.3.3. In 

the SimKit7s case, changes caused by reported errors were the subject of a numbers of 

previous upgrades- The main focus in this thesis is on extending SimKit as a result of the 

other two types of factors mentioned above: new abstractions due to changes in the 

problem domain and common elements in many applications. 

4.3.2.1 New StmKit  Abstractions Due to Changes in the Problem Domain. 

SimKit was initially aimed at general PDES problems. This problem domain is vast and 

includes applications from a variety of fields. However, within the TeleSim group, SimKit 

was mainly used for telecommunication and network applications. As a result, narrowing 

down the problem domain to the network models domain enabled new abstractions that 

provide a more efficient execution of an application to be identified. 

The main characteristic of a network model application as defined in the f ~ s t  chapter is the 

fixed connectivity defined by its static interaction graph. This means that every LP in the 

model has to know the other LPs it is going to communicate with, statically at the 

beginning of the experiment. 

The TasKit kernel is the implementation of the CCT algorithm and it captures the 

abstractions in the new problem domain of network models. It was specifically designed 

for this type of problems and as a result, in most of the cases it outperforms the other 

available kernels. In Figure 12, the speedup of one of the initial versions of the TasKit 

kernel is compared with the speedup obtained with the existing parallel kernels for the 
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simulation of an ATM network scenario called NTN-3 (Unger et al., 1999). The NTN-3 

network topology represents the Canada-wide ATM National Test Network (as of March 

1996). It consists of 54 ATM switches and 355 traffic sources that generate different types 

of -c. The corresponding model has 1381 LPs and generates 216*106 events for the 

simulation of 5 seconds of real time. The speedups obtained when running the model on 

selected number of processors (1, 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16) is relative to the CelKit sequential 

kernel. 

Figure 12 Performance results obtained with the TasKit, WaitKit and WarpKit kernels for 
the NTN-3 benchmark scenario (Unger et aI., 1999). 

This result is a strong argument in extending SimKit to suppoa the TasKit kernel and some 

of the issues related to these extensions are discussed in the next chapter. New primitives 

in the SimKit API required by the TasKit are identified and their design is described. 

The TasKit kernel is part of the core SimKit framework design. Two other changes in the 

core framework design are discussed in the next chapter. The copy-and-delete 

method optimises the process of dynamically creating and deleting event objects in a 

simulation experiment. The other new contracts in SimKit that proved to be useful for the 

network problem domain is an event cancellation mechanism. An implementation of this 

feature that has no effect on the performance of the framework is also presented. 
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43.2.2 New Common Elements in SimKit 

SimKit is a white-box framework since it relies heavily on inheritance and dynamic 

binding. According to Roberts and Johnson's (Section 3.3.3) capturing the new common 

elements found in many applications in libraries that accompany the framework is usually 

the next step in framework evolution. 

Both contracts and these Libraries are part of the OOF. The main difference is that the 

contracts are part of the basic mechanism of the framework and their existence outside the 

kernel is not possible. In contrast, Libraries that accompany the framework, sometimes also 

called framework internal increments, can be optionally utilised to make the framework 

more usable. Figure 13 illustrates the flow control among the core framework design, the 

framework internal increments and the code implemented by the user: the core kamework 

calls the developer's code that might include calk to the libraries that accompany the 

framework. 

"---_- 
--0 

Figure 13 The flow control in the extended SimKit kamework 

Three types of libraries for the extended SimKit are considered: the queue library, the 

statistics library and the random number generator library. The components implemented 

(queues, statistics objects and random number generators) by these three libraries are very 

common in many simulation applications. These libraries are also incorporated in many 

other simulation frameworks. If the main goal of the modifications discussed in the 

previous section is improving the efficiency of the framework, the goal of implementing 

libraries is to make the framework more usable. 
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Another way of facilitating the development is to offer debugging features. Defect removal 

is one of the OOF weaknesses. In order to minimize its effects, the framework has to check 

the appLication for correctness. Another technique that facilitates debugging and defect 

removal is event tracing. Special events, marked as trace events, are followed in the 

experiment as well as the events and operations they generate. In some cases, event tracing 

can be a real useful tool in detecting errors in the model. 

4.3.3 "Three Examples" Approach 

An iterative prototyping design process has been chosen for SimJSit framework. Iteration is 

inevitable as frameworks are supposed to be reusable. In order to test the reusability of the 

framework it has to be reused. Or, it is not possible to reuse a software program until it is 

written and working. 

Due to the lack of detailed feedback from the SimKit's users, decisions regarding what 

exactly is needed in the extended version of the framewofk and how these changes shouia 

be designed were mcult to make. In this context, the "three examples" approach 

suggested by Roberts and Johnson (1996) was considered in the process of extending 

SimKit framework. The three example approach has a similar effect for OOF as case 

scenarios have for software with a user computer interaction interface. Choosing a number 

of different applications from the new problem domain and implementing them using the 

framework can reveal its weaknesses and suggest improvements. They also can suggest 

solutions for the interface and the design of the new desired feature in the framework. 

Four network model applications have been chosen for investigating possible 

improvements in SimKit: the ATM-TN simulator (Unger et. aI, 1995), a simple ATM 

model, an Ethernet protocol model and the Qnet model (Appendix A). These problems 

have been chosen because they represent common examples of problems very likely to 

require simulation studies and cover a large range of applications in the network model 

problem domain. Qnet for example is a very common synthetic benchmark for studying 

the performance of different PDES algorithms. While the ATM example and the ATM-TN 
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simulator are very suitable for the TasKit approach, the other two, the Qnet and Ethernet 

example, represent "the worst scenarios" for this kernel. 

The four examples of application models (hereafter are referred to as the testing examples) 

were changed each time the SimKit API or the TasKit kernel was changed. They were used 

mainly to provide insights into the problem domain but also to guide and test the design 

and the implementation of the framework's new added features. AIso, they can be useful as 

sample programs in documenting the framework. 

At the end, note that none of the examples presented in Appendix A claims to offer the 

best solution for modeling the given problem. Their main role is only to help the designer 

gain more knowledge about the network application problem domain. 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter has introduced SimKit, the simulation package that has been used in the study 

presented in this thesis. SimKit is a DES simulation tool. Its purpose as well as its design 

structure places SimKit in the OOF category. Based on this fact, OOF techniques and 

knowledge were used for extending SimKit. 

The detailed presentation of SirnKit contained its initial high level requirements that have 

to be met by the extended version, as well as, a description of its API and the SimJSit 

execution phases applications. 

The focus of the discussion was then switched to extending SimKit and some of the issues 

related to it. First two main factors that cause OOFs' (and implicitly SimKitls) refactoring 

have been identified: new abstractions due to changes in the problem domain and common 

elements found in many applications. They imply changes in the framework contracts and 

hot spots, the latter ones being the main focus of the next chapter. The lack of detailed 

feedback from SimKitls users has led to choosing the "three example" for extending 

SimKit. This approach is used in building OOF for which there is very little information 

about the problem domain. It consists in using a number of examples that can suggest the 

new features and their implementation for the extended framework. They also are useful in 

debugging the new features of the framework and in documenting it. 



This chapter briefly describes some of the main issues related to the design of an extended 

version of the SimKit simulation framework. Its goal is to discuss and anaiyze different 

design alternatives rather than to present a final version of the extended framework. The 

author believes that this approach is more valuable for two reasons. First, it aids better 

understanding of the underlying mechanism, the rationale behind choosing the final design 

alternative and the consequences associated with it. Second, this analysis can be used in 

solving other similar problems. 

Analysing the design options for each of the new features implies discussing all their 

consequences. These consequences refer, in order of their importance, to the correctness of 

the algorithm, the performance, the usage and the simplicity of the API, etc. Although 

discussion does not include the details of the implementation (complexity or proprietary 

reasons), in order that these consequences are understood, a description of the underlying 

synchronisation algorithm or mechanism has to be provided. 

The discussion is structured in two main topics according to the types of factors that 

caused modifications of the framework. The fmt  topic pertains to changes in SimKit 

caused by new abstractions due to changes in the problem domain. It focuses mainly on 

issues related to supporting the TasKit engine (Section 5.1). This is also the most important 

extension of the framework. Other abstractions are presented in Section 5.2 and 5.3. The 

first one, copy-and-delete method aims at optimizing the event object allocation and 

de-allocation mechanisms. The second one proposes an event cancellation mechanism at 

the application level that can facilitate the implementation of a model. The solution that is 
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adopted has the advantage of introducing no penalties in performance with any of the four 

engines. 

The second main topic consists of changes due to the implementation of common elements 

that became obvious in many applications. These components are implemented in libraries 

that allow their reuse- Libraries include libraries of queues, random number generators, 

statistics collection etc (Section 5.4). Finally, the last section (5.5) highlights the 

importance of a debugging mechanism in SimKit. 

While the fxst category of changes has an impact mainly on the performance of the SirnKit 

OOF, the second one is oriented towards reducing the development effort of the 

applications that use the Eramework. 

5.1 Support for the TasKit Engine 

The TasKit kernel is the implementation of the CCT algorithm outlined in chapter 2 and 

defmed in detailed in (Xiao et. al, 1999) and (Unger et al., 1999). Preliminary results with 

TasKit demonstrated excellent performance for network model applications when 

compared to the existing sequential, CMB conservative or Timewarp optimistic kernels. 

These encouraging results justiQ the effort to extend the SimKit framework in order to 

support the TasKit kernel. 

TasKit's improved performance is in part due to a greater amount of information gathered 

from the application level. This information consists of the interaction graph of the 

application, the delays in the communication channels, the available lookahead at each LP 

etc. However, none of the previous SimKit kernels needs or uses this information5. 

Therefore, the SimKit API has to be extended in order to allow an application to pass this 

information to the TasKit kernel. 

In fact WaiKit kernel needs this information. However, as presented in the previous chapter, in order to 
keep the changes in the hot spots of the framework at a minimum level and have a common API with all the 
kernels, an alternative in which this information is gathered from an external, manually written file, was 
chosen. 
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The extended SirnKit API becomes incompatible with the other previous kernels since 

some of its features and components have only been implemented in TasKit. As a result, 

the core of the following discussions is focused on how to support the necessary TasKit 

functionality with a small number of modifications in the SimKit API and without 

affecting TasKit 's performance. 

At the minimum, there are three new components in the extended SimKit: channels, 

channel based LPs and tasks. Channels are used to describe the interaction between LPs in 

the system. Events among LPs in the model can only be sent through channels. The 

sk-node class extends sk-lp class in the initid version of SimKit as the representation 

of U s  in a network model. It inherits the functionality of sk-lp class with the restriction 

that events can be sent only through channels. Finally, tasks have no correspondent in a 

model; they are used only for the sake of performance. 

5.1.1 Channels 

A channel is a unidirectional link between two U s .  All the events exchanged by LPs in 

the TasKit application are sent exctusively through channels. Channels are explicitly 

created by the application and map the arcs defining the LP interaction in the static graph 

of a network model. 

Channels can store a number of events at any point in time. They implement a First-In- 

First-Out (FIFO) discipline and assume that the source LP sends events in a non- 

decreasing time stamp order. Each channel is characterised by its own simulation time and 

a delay. The simuIation time of a channel is used to capture the current lookahead available 

in a channel. More specificly, it represents a lower bound on any future event to arrive on 

this channel. Channel delay on the other hand is a static attribute representing the 

minimum lookahead in a channel, i.e. the minimum difference between the receiving and 

the sending time of a message in the channel. The kernel uses the value of the delay in 

computing the clock of a channel. 
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Channels in TasKit are more complex than links in a CMB algorithm. The importance of 

channels for modeling network applications, as well as, the performance of the TasKit 

kernel are given by three key factors: 

Channels define the LP interactibns in the system. From the modeling perspective. 

channels map the arcs in the interaction graph corresponding to a network application. By 

using channels, accidental errors in which LPs mistakenly send events to other LPs they 

are not linked to can be reduced, assuming that LPs have been connected correctly. From 

the PDES point of view, channels allow the use of a class of conservative synchronisation 

algorithms including the CCT algorithm (as implemented in TasKit). 

Channek, being unidirectional, define the causality relotionships between LPs. In a 

simple situation like the one presented in Figure 14, the unidirectional channel between the 

two LPs, allow LP1 to send events to LP2. (LP1 is the source LP for the channel whiie 

LP2 is its destination LP). Because there is no channel to link LP2 to LP1, LP1 cannot get 

any feedback (any events) from LP2. 

LP 1 (source LP) LP 2 (destination LP) 

Channel 

Figure 14 The causality relationship defined by an unidirectional channel 

The clock in the channel represents the earliest possible time when a future event from 

LP1 can arrive at LP2. The value of the clock attribute, usually calculated by the kernel, 

depends on the LVT of LP1 and on the timestamp of the messages, if any, already in the 

channel (Xiao et al., 1999). In conservative execution, where no causality errors are 

allowed, this means that LP2 is limited to execute up to the clock time of the channel. 

In order to obtain better cache performance and improve the efficiency of the execution, it 

is desirable to process a large number of events per session at each LP (Cleary and Tsai, 

1996). Executing LP1 before LP2, is very likely to increase the value of the delay in the 

channel and therefore to maximize the time window for LP2. Ultimately, this allows a 

larger number of events to be processed at LP2. 
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In reality, a model is more complex that the one showed in Figure 14. Scheduling and 

executing LPs so that the number of events per session is maximized, has been the subject 

of intense research. However, for certain patterns of connectivity, the causdity relationship 

introduced by channels allows the implementation of more efficient algorithms for 

scheduling U s .  This is the basic idea behind grouping LPs into tasks in TasKit, as seen 

later in this chapter, 

Channels have a delay associated with them. A delay in a channel is the minimum 

lookahead between two U s .  Lookahead is a very important characteristic of an application 

that plays a critical role on the performance of conservative algorithms (Fujimoto, 1990). 

Also, TasKit as a member of the conservative algorithms family, prohibits any zero delay 

cycles (sum of the channels delay in a cycle is zero) in the model. 

5.1.1.1 Status of a Channel 

TasKit requires that all the possible interactions among the LPs in the system to be 

described by a static graph. However, it might happen that some channels are not used at 

all during a particular experiment. Imagine for example an application that models a big 

real ATM network. It is possible that during particular experiments with this network, 

some ATM sources do not generate cells. Their corresponding channels, although included 

in the static interaction graph, are not used at all- 

An existing channel that is not used in an experiment might cause delays in the execution. 

Changing the interaction graph for each experiment by adding and deleting channels only 

to speed up the simulation is possible but it is not a viable solution. 

The status of a channel is introduced to address this issue. Status is an attribute of a 

channel that reflects its behaviour during the experiment. It is statically set at the beginning 

of a simulation and cannot be changed afterwards. A channel can be in one of the two 

statuses: 

A closed channel although connecting two U s ,  cannot be used during a simulation 

experiment for sending and receiving events. As a result, in order to speed up the 



execution, the conservative synchronisation algorithm disregards a closed channel, as if 

it has not been created. 

An opened channel that connects a sender LP to a receiver LP allows events to be 

scheduled by the sender to the receiver. 

The status of a channel is an alternative to changing the interaction graph for each 

particular experiment in order to optimize the execution. Instead of deleting particular 

channels in the application that are not used for a specific experiment, this mechanism only 

requires changing their status to closed. 

5.1.1.2 Exploiting the Available Lookahead us in^ Channels 

I Input Channel 1 Output Channel 1 

Input Channel 2 Output Channel 1 I 
i n ~ u t  Channel 3 Output Channel I 

Figure 15 The LP configuration in TasKit 

TasKit uses an optimised conservative synchronisation algorithm. In Figure 15 for 

example it is assumed hat all the input and output channels of an LP are opened. Based on 

the clocks of the input channels, the algorithm maintains a local window time, which is an 

upper bound of the safe time that is found in an execution session. It repeatedly selects the 

non-empty input channel that contains the events with the lowest timestamp and process it 

until it reaches the time window limit. At this point the execution of the current LP is 

suspended. Before executing the next LP, the algorithm calculates the clocks for aIl  its 

output channels. A detailed description of the algorithm and the proof for its correctness 

can be found in (Xiao et al., 1999). Needless to say that the larger the delay value in the 

output channel the larger the execution time window for next LP which means possible 

more events executed per session. 

As shown above, the clock value of a channel captures the lookahead and it is calculated as 

a function of the channel delay, LVT of the source LP and the timestamps of the events in 
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the channel. However, there are cases when the lookahead suddenly increases during the 

simulation beyond the value computed by the kernel. Imagine for example that an LP that 

models an ATM source finishes generating a l l  its ATM cells for an experiment. The 

available lookahead on its output channel becomes larger (equal to the simulation end 

time) but the kernel is not aware of it. In order to take advantage of this opportunity, the 

kernel has to be informed when such an opportunity arises. 

Probably the simplest and most effect alternative is to advance the clock of the output 

channel to a specified value, anywhere up to the simulation end time. For this period of 

time, the channel although opened, becomes inactive and it cannot be used to send events 

through. By advancing the time, the source LP makes a promise that it will not send any 

event during that interval. 

This mechanism is efficient because it can take advantage of the lookahead that becomes 

avaiiabie in the appiication. Since the informauon regardmg the lookahead comes Srom the 

channels' source LPs, logically only these LPs should be able to advance the clock in a 

channel. 

The channel clock feature might also be used in the modeling process. If channels were 

used to model links in an ATM network, for instance, a link failure would be modeled by 

advancing the clock on the corresponding channel. The cause of the failure can come either 

from the source ATM switch or from the destination or from somewhere else. It makes 

sense in this case to be able to advance the channel clock from other places besides the 

source LP. However, this introduces some inconveniences as explained in the following. 

Because of the asynchronous nature of the execution, a number of messages could be in the 

channel waiting to be processed at the destination. When the source LP advances the 

channel clock the kernel assures that the previous events stored in the channel are still 

processed at the destination. 

If the destination LP is allowed to advance the clock, things get more complicated. The 

main reason is that in a simulation the destination LP of a channel cannot limit the source 
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LP for scheduling events anytime in the hture. As a result, when the destination LP 

decides to advance the channel clock, in the channel there might be events already 

scheduled by the source LP. Simply discarding these events might lead to inaccurate 

results (if a link is down in an ATM network, cells are re-routed). Rolling back the source 

LP is aIso impossible due to the conservative character of the synchronisation mechanism 

in TasKit. Although other mechanisms to solve this problem might be possible, the 

solution, instead of simplifying the model, would complicate it. 

To conclude this section, it is preferable to not allow the destination LP or any other LP or 

class in the model, except the sender to advance the time of the input channel. Modeling 

link failures or any other similar situation can be solved at the application level using other 

approaches. 

5.1-1.3 Channel CIass Interface 

The issues regarding the implementation of channel class discussed so far suggests that the 

sender LP is the most suitable for controlling all the channel attributes and Eunctionality 

including its creation. This can be achieved by making the class that implements the LP in 

TasKit (sk-node class) the only class that is capable of creating a channel (its output 

channel) and accessing its attributes. In this way, the kernel can ensure that changes and 

operations on attributes of a channel are performed by its source LP. Figure 16 illustrates 

the basic methods that can be implemented in the LP class (sk-node) that allow 

controlling the parameters of its output channels: 

I sk-node 

void create-channel(sk-node *to, sk-time delay); 
void create-channel(int Ip-id, sk-time delay); 
void open-channel(sk-channel *which, sk-time time); 
void advance~clock(sk~channel *which, sk-time time); 
void set-chdelay(sk-channel *which, sk-time time); 
sk-time get-chdeIay(sk-channel *which); 

C 

Figure 16 Part of the pubLic interface sk-node class responsible for the management of a 
LP's output channels 

The create-channel methods are the only way of creating channels. The source LP 

Links itself with a destination LP given either by a pointer (* to)  or by a number id 
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(lp-id) by calling this method. The other argument of the method is optional and 

represents the channel delay. If no delay argument is passed to the constructor, it assumes 

that the parameter is zero. The sk-node class has also methods to return references to its 

output channels as presented later in Section 5.1.2.4- 

Note that the status of a channel is by default set to closed. In order to open a channel the 

open-channel ( sk-channel *which, sk-time time ) has to be called. For the 

reasons mentioned earlier, this method can be called only during the initialisation phase of 

the simulation (SimKit phase 2 and 3). If the second argument is passed to the method, it 

represents the value the channel time is advance to, otherwise this value is considered to be 

zero, i-e. the clock in the channel is not advanced. 

It is not clear what the initial state of a channel should be. On one hand, for general 

applications in which only a subset of al l  the resources in the application is used the 

alternative presented above makes sense: it is more convenient to open only those channels 

that are needed instead of closing all the others. This is the case for the ATM-TN 

simulator. Only those channels that are going to be used in a particular experiment are 

opened at the beginning of the simulation. On the other hand, for an application with no 

unused channels, having the default status closed and explicitly opening each channel is 

somehow annoying and error prone. To support this alternative the constructor has to take 

another parameter, which is the value of the channel clock, and a close method should 

replace the open method. 

The advance-clock method advances the channel time to the specified value. It checks 

the validity of the parameter before performing the operation on the channel clock and it 

can be called in the application in any phase of the experiment. The last two methods 

setchdelay and get-chdelay can also be used for setting and respectively reading 

the delay of an output channel. The fust method can be called only in the initialisation 

phase while the second one can be used in any phase of the experiment. 

A consequence of this approach is that sk-channel class has no public interface. AU the 

above operations can only be performed through the source LP of a channel. This 
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alternative allows the kernel to check each time if the operations on channels are 

performed by the source LP, that is, if channel argument (wh ich )  is one of the output 

channels of the LP object that called the method. 

5.1.2 Logical Processes (LPs) 

The sk-lp class in the previous SimKit versions is used to implement LPs as defmed by 

LP modeling view. With the TasKit kernel LPs have the same functionality but 

additionally they also represent the vertices in the interaction graph of the application. 

Therefore, LPs in TasKit have to consider their connectivity and use channels when 

sending events to each other. 

This is the main reason the sk-lp class was extended to the sk-node class to represent 

channel based LPs in the extended version of SimKit. The sk-node class inherits all the 

"2c"on"t;. of ck-la ~ 1 3 s  (it is 2 S E ~ C ! ~ S  ~f 5 k - l ~ )  z d ,  & &li~~c, it h n l ~ r n e n t c  r------- 

specific features that allows it to work with channels. As seen in the previous sections. 

these features includes creation of channels, setting their status to opened or closed, 

advancing the clocks on the output channels etc. 

Typically, an LP consists of an arbitrary number of input and output channels (Figure 15). 

Besides, an LP also maintains a local Future Event List (FEL) to store its self-events. Self- 

events are events scheduled by an LP to itself as opposed to events scheduled for other 

LPs, hereafter refer to as external events or messages. Conceptually, in the optimised 

synchronisation algorithm presented earlier, an LP's FEL can be seen as an additional 

input channel. 

Another particularity of the channel based LP is that it belongs to a task. Grouping LPs 

into tasks has little impact on modeling but might have a great impact on application 

performance. 

A number of issues regarding channel based LPs are discussed in the following sections. 



5.1.2.1 Simplicity versus Eff~ciency 

The LP execution mechanism in TasKit has been briefly introduced in section 5.1.1.2. 

Based on this algorithm, an LP repeatedly compares the external events on the non-empty 

input channels with the next self event in its EEL and selects the one with the lowest 

timestamp to process it. This requires a number of comparisons among the event 

timestamps usually proportional with the number of input channels and might be time 

consuming. 

The optimised version of the above mechanism works slightly different to reduce the 

number of comparisons. Fist, an event from each input channel is inserted in the FEL in 

timestamp order. The LP execution consists of processing events from the FEL. Each time 

m event from the head of the FEL is processed its type is checked first. If the event was 

self scheduled then the actions associated with this event are completed. Otherwise, it is an 

externai event and after its execution is completed, the next event form the same input 

channel is removed and inserted in the E L .  Comparisons are now performed only when 

inserting the next event in the FEL. 

This mechanism, while efficient for LPs with many input channels, is not very suitable for 

LPs with one input channel. This situation requires only a comparison between the 

timestamps of the next external event and the next self event in order to determine which 

one has to be processed. In contrast, using the optimised implementation, this assumes 

inserting the next event from the input channel in the FEL and might consist of an arbitrary 

number of comparisons. 

A similar situation was encountered with operations on the output channels. In order to 

take advantage and apply the most efficient scheme for each of these cases, four types of 

LPs corresponding to each situation should be used instead of one as follows: 

Single Input - Single Output (SISO) 

Multiple Input - Single Output (MISO) 

Single Input - Multiple Output (SIMO) 

Multiple Input - Multiple Output (MIMO) 



An even more efficient way would be to further separately implement the source LPs (with 

no input channels) and sink LPs (with no output channels). The only difference among 

these classes is in the scheme implemented for event scheduling. 

Although very efficient, this approach has a negative impact in the usability of the SimKit 

framework. First it increases the number of hot spots (different class for each type of LP). 

The programmer has to learn the difference between these hot spots in order to be able to 

efficiently use them. Since the only differences refer to the underlying implementation of 

the contracts, this approach defeats the main purpose of the framework of hiding the 

complexity of the underlying mechanism- It also can lead to code duplications. A 

sk-node class in the application, for example, represents an LP in the model that can 

receivekend frondto an arbitrary number of other entities. However, with the above 

approach, the same code has to be implemented in four classes one for each possible case: 

SISO, MISO, SIMO and MIMO. Besides the explosion in the number of classes in the 

system, this also results in code duplication. 

The other alternative is to have one single LP class that represents all the above types of 

LPs. This class can use algorithms that are general enough but less efficient, as opposed to 

optimised ones for each type of LP. Alternatively, the optimised algorithms can be 

dynamically chosen at run time in each case based on the number of input and output 

channels of each instance of the class. The Strategy pattern (Gamma et al., 1996) is a good 

candidate for this latter option (Figure 17). 

s k-node Scheduler 

&-schedule() 

Figure 17 The configuration of sk-node class when using the Strategy design pattern 
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In this design approach, the abstract class scheduler is the base class for all the possible 

event-scheduling strategies. Its schedule method is implemented differently in its 

subclasses according to the number of input and output channels6. When an LP object is 

created the information regarding the number of input and output channels is passed to its 

constructor. Based on this information the LP object is automatically configured with one 

of these strategy classes by making Scheduler to refer to one of the concrete 

implementations. Therefore when the LP is executed, the most efficient scheduling 

implementation is automatically used. The advantage of this design is that the user needs to 

know nothing about the strategies. There are many variations and ways to implement a 

strategy pattern (see Gamma's book for more details (1996)). The Scheduler reference, 

for example, can be a pointer to an object or to a method. 

Whichever approach is chosen, the option with only one LP class (sk-node) has the 

advantage of a simple and clear interface. Reducing the amount of code that users must 

write by minimising the number of classes that must be derived as well as the number of 

member methods that must be overridden, has been suggested by other OOF practitioners 

(Adair, 1995b). Because an efficiency price has to be paid, at the end a trade-off is made 

by choosing the solution that best meets the requirements of a particular problem domain. 

5.1.2.2 Channels Identified bv Pointers or Ids? 

A channel is created to link a source LP with a destination. During the simulation 

experiment, the source sends events through that channel in order to be received by the 

destination LP. The issue here is whether to allow the user to select the output channel of 

an LP using a channel id (simple integer) or using a pointer. 

Using a pointer is more efficient because there is no need to look for the channel that 

matches a specified id. However, some problems might appear in this case with channels 

that connect LPs within a cluster task, These issues will be discussed later when tasks are 

described. 

6 The assumption made here is that schedule method efficiently implements input and output operations. 



5.1.2.3 Sending Events to Channels 

There are two main types of events in TasKit: self-events and external events. Due to 

reasons explained later (see section event cancellation) scheduling each of these types of 

events is implemented by a separate method. These methods can be part of sk-event 

class or part of the sk-node class and discussing these two alternatives is the focus of 

this section, 

There are two advantages when these methods are part of the sk-event class. First is 

compatibility (the s end-and-del e te method in the previous version of SimKit is also 

part of sk-event class). Second, they can be called from any other class simply by 

creating an event object and calling these methods on that object. When included in the 

sk-node class, these methods can be called only from sk-node's subclasses or a 

reference to such an object has to be provided. On the other hand there are some 

advantages when the sk-node class implement these methods as discussed in the 

following. 

The schedule-event method is used to schedule self-events. A self event is queued in 

the FEL of the LP that scheduled it. Therefore, in order to know where to send the self- 

event, the kernel has to know the sender LP. As a result, if schedule-event is part of 

sk-node class, its implementation is very simple and straightforward: the self-event is 

only inserted in the FEL of the LP. If the method is part of sk-event class, the 

schedule-event method has to take an extra argument (pointer to an LP) that 

identifies the LP that sent the message so that the event can be inserted in its FEL. 

External events can only be sent through channels. To enforce this, the 

send-and-delete method in the old SimKit is replaced by send-to-channel 

method. The two arguments of the latter method are an identifier of the channel that is 

used for sending the event and the timestamp of the message. Since the destination of the 

event is identified by the channel argument no information about the source LP that sent 

the event is required. As a consequence, send-to-channel has the same 

implementation whether it is a method in the sk-event class or in the sk-node class. 
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An advantage when the method is part of the sk-node ciass is that the kernel can check 

and signal if the channel argument is not one of the LP's output channels. 

To conclude this section, in general, implementing the event scheduling methods in the 

event class allows a more flexible design of an application while making them part of the 

LP class is less error prone. 

5.1.2.4 The Public Interface of the sk node Class 

Following the above discussion a possible interface for the sk-node class is presented in 

Figure 18. The constructor takes two arguments representing the maximum number of 

input and output channels this LP uses. It performs initialisations such as the LVT, the 

number of events received so far etc. If its implementation uses the Strategy pattern 

discussed earlier, the constructor also configures the object with one of the event 

scheduling implementations according to its type (number of input and output channels). 

s k-node 

sk-node(int Inch. int OutCh) 
void create-channel(sk-node *to, sk-time delay); 
void create-channel(int node-id. sk-time delay); 
int channel-to(sk-node *to); 
int channel-to(int node-id); 
void schedule-event(sk-event * ev, sk-time when); 
void send-to-channel(sk-event *ev. int channel-id, sk-time when); 
sk-time clock(); 

- - -  - - - 

Figure 18 The possible public interface for s k-node class 

There are two possibilities for creating a channel. Both create-channel methods 

pedorm the same type of action. The only difference is that one of them takes a pointer to 

the destination LP as a parameter while the other one takes the LP id. It is a similar 

situation for the two variations of channel-to method that returns the id of the channel 

to the specified LP destination, This method returns -1 if the channel has not been already 

created. 

In the case that the event scheduling methods are part of the sk-node class they can have 

the interface presented in Figure 18. They take as arguments the event to be sent and the 
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timestamp of that event. Besides, s end-t ochanne 1 also accepts an extra parameter 

representing the channel id that the event is sent through. 

Findy, the last method in sk-node class returns the LVT for this LP. 

5J.3 Tasks 

Closely related LPs can be statically grouped in tasks to be scheduled as a single unit. 

Tasks do not have a correspondence in a model as their existence is only for the purpose of 

efficiency in LP scheduling. They do not have state variables and contain no computation. 

However, the task concept is very important in CCT since tasks capture the patterns of LP 

connectivity and interaction. 

The basic rules for grouping LPs into tasks, usually referred to as task partitioning, in order 

to obtain an improvement in performance are (Xiao et el., 1999): 

The task should contain enough LPs that its granularity minimises processor contention 

at the task queue. 

The task should contain U s  that generate events for each other in order to increase the 

cache locality and the amount of work done when a task is scheduled for execution. 

Currently, there are two types of tasks: pipe tasks and cluster tasks me main difference 

between them is in the way they schedule their member LP s. 

The LP scheduling algorithm in a pipe task takes advantage of the interaction configuration 

of their LPs in an attempt to maximise the execution time window of each LP. This as 

shown in a previous section can lead to an improvement of the performance of the system. 

For some LP particular interaction patterns, the causality relationships introduced by 

channels allow implementing efficient LP scheduling mechanisms. This is the case for LP 

groups that can form a logical pipeline. This enables a processor to execute one LP after 

another along the pipeline without explicitly schedlding each LP. Some examples or soch 

possible configurations are illustrated in Table 4. LPs are scheduled to be executed 
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according to their causality relationships (see Section 5.1.1). In the fmt example, because 

there are no channels connecting the first three LPs, there is no causality relationship 

among them. Consequently, these LPs can be scheduled in an arbitrary order (LP1, LP2 

and then LP3 - for instance) but before LP4. After LP4, LP5 is scheduled and at  the end 

LP6, LP7 and LP8 again in an arbitrary order because there are no channels to link them. 

Because this algorithm attempts to maximise the time window for each LP, it is more 

likely to have a larger number of events per execution session for each LP. However the 

algorithm does not guarantee this since it is possible that when the message population is 

low, the entire execution along the pipeline consists oniy of advancing the LVT of the LPs. 

Table 4 Examples of LP interaction patterns with their causality relationships forming a 

Physical structure (LPs and channels) 

pipeline. 

Causality relationship forms a logical pipe line 

LPI LP2 LP3 LP$ LPS LP6 LP7 LP8 

-@-@-@-@-@-@-@ 
execution time 

execution time 

- 
execution time 
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Cluster tasks are used to group LPs with a configuration that does not match any of the 

pipe task configuration patterns supported by the TasKit kernel such as topologies with 

low lookahead cycles. An alternative solution to these cases could be to consider each LP 

as a task but this resuits in small granularity tasks that increase the contention accessing the 

shared task queue. 

To avoid this situation, cluster tasks are used to group these LPs. The LP scheduling 

algorithm in a cluster task is performed according to the event with the lowest timestamp 

in that task. The execution is very similar to that of a simple sequential SimKit with all the 

LPs in the task sharing a single event queue (FEL). Because the synchronisation 

mechanism within a cluster task is based on a global event list, cluster tasks can be used to 

relief some of the constraints imposed by the conservative algorithm such as zero delay 

cycles. Figure 19 for example shows a very simple example with a zero delay loop 

between LP 2 and 3. It is the common case of an LP that requires feedback from another. 

This loop can cause deadlocks with the conservative synchronisation algorithms. Grouping 

the two LPs (or even all four LPs) into a cluster task eliminates this problem. 

#*I---- -_ 
0* '. 

Figure 19 Example of a typical situation in which a cluster task can be used to avoid 
deadlock situations 

A consequence of the fact that the synchronisation algorithm within a cluster task is based 

on central shared event list, there is no need for channels. Still in order to be consistent, 

LPs in cluster task stdl have to be connected through channels. However, internally, the 

kernel replaces the physical channel objects with a vimral channel to the FEL shared by all 

the LPs within a cluster task. 

This generates the problem with channels identified by their pointers mentioned in Section 

5.1.2.2: when two LPs are connected, a channel has to be created. The channel object is 



removed if the two W s  are grouped in a cluster task. If channels are identified by pointers, 

any attempt to use a pointer within a cluster task for sending events causes fatal errors. 

5.1.3.1 LP Configuration in Pipe-task 

TasKit is still in its infancy. Although, there might be many possible LP configurations 

that can be grouped in a task to be more efficiently executed, optimised scheduling 

schemes are currently implemented only for those groups of LPs that are connected in a 

pipeline configuration. The generic pattern of such a pipe structure is outlined in Figure 20. 

Input LPs 

Figure 20 Pipe task generic structure 

Typically, it is composed of a multiplexer LP (the Head LP in Figure 14) with multiple 

input channels, following by a pipe structure and ending with a de-multiplexer LP (End 

LP) with multiple outputs. The Head LP in a task is the merging point from a number of 

Input LPs but it has only a single output. After a number of one-input-one-output Middle 

LPs the pipe can end with an End L P  that have single input and multiple outputs. 

Figure 2 1 Other task patterns 

Variations of this structure are also supported. For example, the Output, the Middle, the 

End and some input LPs from the generic structure can be missing (Figure 21b). Similarly, 

the variation with no Input, Head, Middle and some output LPs is also accepted (Figure 

2 lc). As a result the simplest structure is the one presented in Figure 2 l a  with only one 



multiple input-output LP. All the other combinations of the generic pipeline structure are 

also supported. 

5.1.3.2 Cluster Tasks versus Nodes. 

Another way of grouping entities that appear in low lookahead cycles that has been 

investigated is by using nodes. The idea originates from the similarities that exist between 

the channel based LP in TasKit and a cluster task. Both have a number of input and output 

channels, a E L  and the same event scheduling algorithm based on the lowest timestamp 

event. 

All these facts suggest that in TasKit there are two types of components. LPs7 are used for 

receiving, processing and sending events (as in the previous SimKit version), Node is a 

new component that is used exclusively for scheduling events to their destination LPs. A 

node would have a number of input and output channels. a FEL and a number of simple 

LPs in a low iookahead cycle (Figure 22). These nodes map the vertices in the model's 

interaction graph. They eliminate the need for cluster tasks because vertices in a low 

lookahead cycle can be collapsed in a single vertex modeled by a node with multiple LP 

components. A node can only be executed sequentially and therefore it can be seen as the 

basic parallel unit in the model. Note that the problem with LPs in low lookahead cycles 

can be also solved by modeling these LPs as one single large LP. 

Channel Channel 

Figure 22 The structure of a node 

7 These are simple LPs as described in the LP modeling view- 
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The main advantage of such an approach is that there is no need to create channels among 

the LPs within a node (in fact this is impossible since entities in a node are simple LPs). 

Therefore, the kinds of problems generated by channels identified by a pointer within a 

cluster task do not apply in this case. 

However, a major difficulty with this approach is that LPs, in order to communicate to 

other LPs in other nodes, use channels provided by their node. A connection from a node 

to another is through a channel. Therefore, if two LPs inside a node want to send messages 

to an LP at the other node, they have to share a channel. Unfortunately, the order of 

messages in a shared channel cannot be guaranteed to be oon-decreasing and this can lead 

to causality errors. There are a number of solutions to solve this problem. One of them is to 

duplicate a channel between two nodes to avoid it being shared. Another alternative would 

be to implement a mechanism that ensures a non-decreasing order of events in a shared 

channel. A simple analysis of these alternatives reveals that the complexity of the API 

increases for the first solution or the efficiency price tag is too big for the second one. 

Considering all these, the solution using the cluster task remains the preferred one. 

5.1.3.3 Global Variables within a Cluster Task 

In order to maintain a minimal process syncronization in PDES, the LP modeling requires 

that PPs be disjoint, that is, LPs that represent them carmot share attributes. Although 

usually this is not a severe restriction, it may be burdensome in some situations. Cluster 

tasks, on the other hand, are executed sequentially and therefore banning global variables 

within a cluster task is not necessary. 

Moreover, global variables io cluster t a sk  can be sometimes very useful. It is the example 

of a wireless cellular network model in which each mobile station is modeled as an LP. 

Each LP belonging to the same base station shares a number of global data such as the 

number of radio channels available, their frequencies, etc. By allowing shared attributes 

within cluster tasks the problem becomes relatively easy to model and implement: LPs that 

belong to a base station are grouped in a cluster task so that can share the common 

attributes. 
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Global data in cluster tasks can be supported and might be very useful in many situations. 

The reverse effect is that the users might be tempted to use this solution excessively. As a 

result, the execution is forced to be sequential even when there is parallelism available in 

the model. 

5.1.3.4 The Public Interface for the Task Class 

Since tasks have no correspondent in the model, they are not used in an application 

directly. The only exception is at the beginning when LPs are first grouped to create the 

rasks. Because grouping LPs in tasks is performed based on communication patterns, even 

this operation can be automated in future releases. Consequently, task class has a very 

simple public interface consisting of a small number of access methods. Because the user 

does not work with task objects directly it is more appropriate to make task's access 

methods reachable only through sk-node class. The interface of sk-node class is 

extended in this case with a number of methods (Figure 23). 

The registry method is very important. It adds the LP to a task of specified type and 

identifier. These tasks if not existing yet are automatically created by the kernel. Although 

the LP scheduling algorithm in pipe-task is based on LP topology, the kernel does not 

require a particular order in which LPs are registered. 

sk-node 

int registery(TaskType type. int task-num): 
int task-nurn(): 
TskType type typeo: 
sk-time task-clock(); 

J 

Figure 23 The public interface of sk-task class 

The access methods return the task id, task type or its clock. They are used especially for 
debugging purposes. 

5.2 The copy-and-delete Method 

The optimisation introduced by the copy-and-delete method refers to the mechanism 

of creating and deleting event objects. SimKit applications are typical complex and time 

consuming. A very large number of events are generated during an experiment and 
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therefore their creation and deletion count as an important percentage of the execution 

time. 

The mechanism of allocating and de-allocating event objects has been already optimised in 

SimKit. The kemel allocates at the beginning a buffer of memory of size multiple of the 

maximum of the sizes of all the subclasses of sk-event in the system. Previously, the 

application has to inform the kernel about the sizes of all the classes derived from 

s k-event class. The n e w  and delete operators are overridden in s k-even t class so 

that, whenever the application requests a new event object the kernel returns a free spot 

from the buffer pool and marks it as in use. When an event object is removed its 

corresponding spot in the buffer pool is marked as free. This mechanism is efficient 

because it does not call system functions for allocating and de-allocating memory space 

every time an event object is created or destroyed. However, the memory is not used very 

efficiently (a memory spot of maximum event size is allocated for d l  event ob,jects 

including those that are smaller in size). 

The WarpKit kernel requires every event to be state saved before it is processed to enable 

rollbacks. Therefore, its memory location cannot be re-used until the event is fossil 

collected. This mechanism is used with the other kernels, although the memory location for 

the current event is not state saved and becomes available after its handler has been called. 

Reusing the memory spot of the current event for the next event once it becomes available 

eliminates the need for searching for another one and can save on execution time. 

Moreover, since in many of the applications, a message block is just reused and all info it 

contains remains unchanged, it is also not necessary in this situations to initialize the fields 

of the reused message. 

This is the goal of the copy-and-delete method. The method is called when the 

application requires a memory spot for a new event object. The WarpKit implementation 

of this method simply returns a pointer to a new memory location (as the new operator). 

With the other kernels, it returns a pointer to the location of the current event object to be 

reused. Note that the process method provides a pointer to constant for the current 
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event, Therefore the current event cannot be modified unless the consbess is casted away, 

that is, another pointer to non-constant object for the same location is obtained from the 

copy-and-de le t e method. After calling copy-and-dele te the location of the 

current event object can be initialised with data corresponding to the new event object so 

the old information can be lost. In order to prevent memory leaks, removing an event 

object is still performed by the kernel if copy-and-delete has not been called in the 

process method- The kernel also makes sure that the copy-and-delete method is 

not used more than once inside a process method (there is only one memory location to 

be reused for each call of the process method). A failure to do so generates an error. The 

mechanism of copy-and-delete method is illustrated in Figure 24. 

Application code Memory 

Figure 24 The effect of using copy-and-delete method on the memory buffer. a. the 
memory buffer before copy-and-dele t e call. b. the memory buffer after. 

The copy-and-delete method can be used in all the four testing examples. The ATM 

example is very suitable for this feature because most of the events in the system represent 

ATM cells. In switches modeled by LPs, the received cell is forwarded further with almost 

no modifications. Therefore because the current event and the next one describe the same 

ATM cell, the memory location of the current event can be reused without even being 

This new feature can improve the performance of the application up to 10% in some cases 

as the preliminary tests show. However, it implies working at a low level with memory 

allocation and requires extra care. Before using it, this mechanism should be very well 
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understood in order to prevent errors. If performance is not a big issue the applicatiol: 

implementation can be simplified by not using this feature. 

5.3 Self-Event Cancellation Mechanism 

Event cancellation refers to cancelling events that have been already sent out by an LP but 

have not occurred yet8 (the LVT at which the cancellation takes place must be less than or 

equal to the receive timestamp of the message being cancelled). DES applications often 

utilize this ability. In the Ethernet model for example, a station LP model sends the start of 

a framework if the line is quiet. In the same time it schedules a selfevent to signal the end 

of transmitting the framework. However, if a collision is detected the transmission of the 

framework stops and future attempts to send it are scheduled. The initial self-event is 

meaningless in this case and the application has to disregard it once received. The 

implementation without a cancellation mechanism necessitates a counter to distinguish the 

self-events that are outdated (their corresponding framework transmission has been 

postponed) Erom the real one and this complicates the user's implementation. With the 

self-event cancellation mechanism, one has only to cancel the self-event once the collision 

is detected. Note that in the process view model this corresponds to a situation in which a 

method that simulates the passage of time in a process is interrupted by an external event 

or process, 

While it is possible to simulate activities without the abilic to cancel events, the 

availability of such a mechanism often simplifies the model of an application. However, its 

implementation requires different degrees of complexity for different types of kernels. 

In a sequential implementation based on a central event list, this feature is relatively 

straightforward to implement; the desired event is simply located and removed from the 

FEL. Due to its capability of rolling back an LP, the TimeWarp mechanism also enables 

the implementation of the event cancellation mechanism (Lomow, Das and Fujimoto, 
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1991). The implementation of this feature becomes more difficult in the conservative 

kernel. Because no rollbacks are allowed, the kernel can dispatch an event that might be 

cancelled in the future to its destination LP only when there is no possibility of being 

cancelled. 

An alternative to event cancellation is self-event cancellation. SeE-event cancellation 

refers to the possibility of cancelling self-events. It has two main advantages: it is relative 

simple to implement within ail the kernels, sequential or parallel, and it is the most 

kequently used. For self-event cancellation, the LP that requests the cancellation coincides 

with the destination LP. It is therefore not possible that this event has been already 

processed and there are no rollbacks or causality errors. In alI the parallel kernels (WaiKit, 

WarpKit and TasKit) the implementation of this feature consists only of removing the self- 

event from the FEL of the LP or cluster task. The sequential implementation is similar to 

one for general event cancellation mechanism as presented earlier. Self-event cancellation 

not only that introduces no performance penalties but also might increase the efficiency by 

avoiding calling the event handler for cancelled events. 

Besides the implementation aspects, from the application point of view, this type of 

cancellation is probably the most frequently used. Self-events are usually sent by an LP to 

remind itself the end or the beginning of an activity. Sometimes a situation that requires 

the activity to interrupt or to be postponed can occur. The corresponding self-event has to 

be cancelled in this situation as in the example of the Ethernet application. 

Because the self-event cancellation is bounded to an LP (only the LP that sends the event 

can cancel it), it make sense to implement this mechanism in the class. There is one 

method that does this and it is added to the public interface of the sk-lp class: 

int cancel-event(sk-event *ev); 

'   his type of  event cancellation is sometimes referred to as event retraction in literature to avoid the 
confusion with the special meaning o f  the term "cancellation" in the Time Warp mechanism. 
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The cancel-event method cancels the self-event ev (ev must be sent by 

scheduleevent method). It returns 1 if successfirl otherwise it returns 0. 

5.4 Design Guidance Rules for SimKit Libraries 

The section briefly discusses some of the issues related to the implementation of a number 

of common elements that can be reused in many applications. In DES, these elements 

include random number generators, different types of queues, statistic gathering and 

interpreting tools, experiment managing tools and input/output data handling tools. 

Although very often used in simulation applications, these components are not mandatory 

and they are not part of the framework basic mechanism. Therefore it is more appropriate 

to implement these them in libraries that can be selectively used for each application rather 

then as another layer on top of SimKit. There are several advantages associated with this 

approach: better performance less memory usage (an application uses only those elements 

that are needed), simplicity (the API is not "polluted" with all the possible features), etc. 

The new utility Libraries are part of the framework and therefore they also have to meet 

SimKit7s requirements presented in the previous chapter. Since performance is very 

important for SirnKit, the design of the libraries has been strongly influenced by this 

requirement. Some of the main design guidance rules that have been followed especially 

for those elements that are supposed to be very often used in a simulation (random number 

generators, statistics and queues) are: 

Avoid dynamical allocation and deletion of objects. This is one costly operation that 

was avoided as much as possible. Whcn it was necessary, a special mechanism similar 

to that for event object allocation and de-allocation was used. This implies that the 

library code takes the responsibility of managing the memory for these objects. The 

drawback is a possible inefficient memory usage. 

Store the related data allocated in contiguous memory areas. This is simply achieved 

by grouping the data inside an object. There are two main advantages. First, since the 

data is related, it is very likely that many operations will use it. If the data is spread 
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across the memory, loading it from different locations takes longer and these 

operations are slowed down. Second, contiguous memory locations are easier to state- 

save for rollbacks in the optimistic approach. 

Avoid pointers. Pointers, beside the extra level of indirection associated with them. 

encourage the use of non-contiguous memory locations. 

Avoid virtual methods. Virtual methods introduce an extra level of indirection (Meyers, 

1996). This can cause delays in the system especially if the specified method is very 

often called during the execution (it is situated along the critical path of the execution). 

Avoid templates. This rule pertains more with the compatibility requirement. Some of 

the compilers do not support a l l  the operations with templates. Besides, some of the 

SimKit users might not be familiar with templates. 

There are also other C* specific techniques that can be considered for increasing the 

efficiency of the implementation (Meyer, 1996). Most of the rules mentioned above are in 

contradiction with the methods employed by the 00 programming. In fact, inheritance, 

because it has little effect on performance, was the only 00 technique that has been 

extensively used in implementing the Libraries. As a result, code duplication could not be 

avoided and this affects other properties of the software such as maintainability, 

extensibiiity and others. Nevertheless, the code implemented in the libraries is not to be 

changed so often and therefore these drawbacks are not as important as the overall 

performance of the system. 

Currently, three libraries have been implemented for the SimKit framework. Some others 

are planned to be introduced in the future. Due to the proprietary nature of the product 

described in these sections, the discussion is presented at a high conceptual level. 

5.4.1 Random Number Generators 

Random number generators (RNGs) are routines used to generate a stream of numbers that 

have a random distribution. They allow stochastic or probabilistic effects to be 
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incorporated into a simulation. Examples of such situations include random sources, 

random execution times, random priorities for different elements, etc. The statistical resuits 

of running the simulation are highly dependent of the random number generator. Because 

RNGs use deterministic algorithms, the numbers they generate are not random and 

therefore they are more accurately refer to as pseudo random number generators. 

A random variable can assume only a subset of values. The probability distribution is 

defmed as the vdues a random variable can assume and the corresponding probabilities of 

each. There are many different probability distributions that can model different situations. 

AlI the testing examples need random number generators with different probability 

distributions. 

The design of the RNG is very simple: the main RNG is the parent class for all the classes 

in the library. Each probability distribution class specialises the RNG parent class. It can 

add different other parameters of its own, parameters that characterises different types of 

distributions such as mean, interval limits etc. As a result of the design presented above, 

parameters for each distribution probability are part of an object and allocated in 

contiguous memory locations with all the advantages derived from this. 

5.4.2 Queue Libraries 

Queues are one of the most commonly used elements in a simulation model. Almost every 

simulation application uses queues for storing events or other types of objects. All testing 

examples for instance require queues: the ATM applications for storing ATM cells, the 

Ethernet example for storing frames while the line is busy and finally the Qnet model for 

storing messages with low priority until it is safe to send them. 

The design of the queue library is not trivial. It has to be very flexible in order to maximise 

its reuse on a broad range or situations. Thus ideally, a queue should be used not only for 

storing objects of sk-event type but also different other types of objects. Queue objects 

are easy to integrate with the SirnKit eamework and its tools. The library is also flexible 

allowing different queue policies to be used. While the basic queue policies such as First- 
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In-First-Out (FIFO) or First-In-Last-Out (FLO) are offered in the library, the design also 

allows other new ones to be easily added. 

5.4.3 Statistics Utilities 

The ultimate goal of building a simulation is to obtain information about the systzm being 

under investigation, information that is used in making decisions. Data gathered from 

running the simulation application, usually refer to as the statistics, is difficult to be 

interpret unless it is processed. Data processing consists of computing a number of metrics 

that statistically characterises the data such as mean, standard deviation, maximum, 

minimum, and others. These parameters offer a more accessible description of the system's 

behavior than the raw data itself. Statistics can be un-weighted sample statistics or time 

weighted sample statistics depending whether the time component is taken or not into 

consideration. 

Another possibility of analysing the data is to represent it in graphical form. Charts, 

diagrams and histograms can provide a more meaningful feedback for interpretation. 

Statistics library has been design as a collection of statistics classes. A statistics object can 

be associated with the element of the model that is of interest and samples are collected at 

specified points in the simulation time. At the end, the statistics object computes and 

returns a number of metrics that describe its corresponding element including mean, 

standard deviation, second and third momentum, codidence interval etc. 

5.5 Debugging Features 

The control flow in a framework is different from other types of applications (Section 3.3). 

One of consequences associated with this is that debugging SimKit applications might 

become very laborious and 

A preventive alternative would be to perform lots of checks during the execution in order 

to detect any possible error caused by misusing the framework's features. However, these 
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checking operations would be time consuming and useful only during the debugging 

process. In order to avoid this, two compiled versions of the framework can be offered: 

1. An extended version of the framework compiled with debugging facilities that is able 

to follow the application execution step by step. The kernel displays different messages 

about the status of the simulation, its phases, current actions and different other 

variables of interest. It also performs different checking operations in an attempt to 

prevent some of the possible coding or modeling errors. The user can identify where 

the error occurred and hekhe can take measures to solve the problem. This extended 

version of the framework is used only in the debugging phase because it is slower. 

2. After the debugging phase a version without these debugging features is used instead. 

The main functionality of the application is the same but the results are obtained faster 

as no checks are performed. The two versions of the framework can be easily 

irnpiemented and compiied using debugging flags m C u .  

This approach can be used with any software program. Besides this, DES applications 

offer another method for debugging especially the correctness of the model: event tracing. 

Event tracing consists of marking some of the events in the application as special. 

Receiving such events leads to different tracing related actions such as: checking different 

conditions, displaying the status of different elements in the applications (LPs, channels, 

etc.). Events caused by a trace event can also be marked as trace events up to a specified 

level. Thus, the domino effect caused by a trace event can be followed and the behavior 

can be compared with the theoretical one. 

5.6 Summary 

This chapter has discussed some of the main issues related to new functionality 

implemented in the SimKit framework. Two are the directions that have been identified for 

improving the framework: new abstractions due to changes in the problem domain and 

new common elements identified in many applications. 
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In the fmt category, issues related to new abstractions due to changes in the problem 

domain are discussed. Network models is the new problem domain and it enables the 

implementation of a more efficient simulation engine, TasKit. Some of the possible 

alternatives for the implementation of the three new TasKit elements in SimKit - channels, 

channel based LPs and tasks - have been analysed. These solutions imply trade-off 

decisions that have to be made. The copy-and-delete method is another abstraction 

intended for improving SimKit's performance. Its mechanism and the rationale behind it 

were presented. The last new abstraction, the cancellation mechanism is a feature designed 

mainly to facilitate the modeling of problem. It also can improve the performance of the 

system. 

In the second part of the chapter, two main categories of new common elements have been 

briefly discussed. They consist of utility libraries that are not part of the kernel but can be 

used with it and tools for debugging support. Based on the analysis of the alternatives, a 

number of guidance rules for the design of very efficient Library classes have been 

identified and presented. 



CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This chapter evaluates the work presented in this thesis and concludes with a number of 

possible hture research directions. It presents an evaluation both of the extended SirnKit 

framework and of the approach followed to meet the goal of the thesis. 

In the First part (Section 6. I), the extended SimKit framework is evaluated with respect to 

how its new added features meet the SimKit requirements formulated in Chapter 4, Based 

on this and on the objectives stated in Chapter 1, an evaluation of the entire work is 

presented in Section 6.2. In the last part of the chapter, some conclusions are drawn 

(Section 6.3) and a number of directions for future research work are suggested (Section 

6.4). 

6.1 Evaluation of the Extended SimKit Framework 

This first part of the chapter is concerned with an evaluation of the extended SimKit 

framework. There were two main causes that led to the changes in the extended SimKit 

framework: new abstractions due to a new problem domain (network model applications) 

and new common components found in many applications. The main goals of these 

changes were: first, to improve SimKit's performance and second to make it more usable. 

The analysis presented in the previous chapter was focused on the design of the API level, 

the implementation details being either too complex for the objective of this thesis as in the 

case of the TasKit kernel or protected by the proprietary nature of some of the SimKit's 

new components. While the main concern throughout the design process was how to 

implement the proposed features in a very effective way, attention was also paid to 

modeling and usability issues. 
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A fist  evaluation of the extended SimKit is performed in terms of the OOF key tenns 

presented in Section 4.3.1 (Table 5). 

Table 5 The OOF kev terms in the extended SimKit 
Key term 

Set of classes 

Design 

Abstract design 

Solutions for a 
family of related 
problems 

Reuse & Reuse 
Granularity 

Usability 

The extended SimKit framework 

Besides the existing classes, the extendeci SimKit version 
introduces a number of new classes corresponding to the new 
components in the network model domain. Some of these 
new components includes classes to model channels, tasks, 
channel based LPs. 

The same overall structure of an application is defined in the 
extended SimKit. However, the main difference is that the 
component interaction in the system has to be described 
statically by building channels that are exclusively used 
during the experiment for exchanging messages. 

The extended SimKit's design is also abstract due to the fact 
that sk-node class is abstract. 

-- 

SimKit offers solutions only for network model problems. 
This is a sub-domain of the general DES problem domain. 

- -- - 

The extended SimKit framework also promotes reuse at d l  
the three granularity levels: class level, design level and 
analysis level. An improvement of the reuse at the class level 
is the result of using the built-in components from the 
accompanying libraries. 

Some of the usability factors such as performance and 
adaptability have increased in the extended SirnKit for the 
network model domain. Others such as robustness and 
simplicity have not changed much. However, for problems 
other than network models most of these factors are poor and 
the usability suffers. 

A more detailed evaluation of the extended SimKit is performed based on the SimKit's 

requirements identified in section 4.1: 

1. Efficient event-oriented logical process view of simulation 

2. Transparency with respect to the underlying simulation kernel (compatibility) 

3. Embedded in a general-purpose language that supports a wide range of 

applications 

4. Ease of use 
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These are high level requirements and, consequently, some of them are ambiguous. It 

makes SimKit difficult to evaluate against such requirements and this is one of the 

limitations of the evaluation as discussed in the following sections. 

6.1.1 EflFiciency of the Extended SimKit Framework 

As any PDES application, efficiency was the main requkement for SimKit and the 

incentive for many of the changes discussed in the previous chapter. Therefore, a great deal 

of attention was paid to this aspect when different design and implementation alternatives 

were analysed. 

The concurrent execution of a simulation application on multiple processor computers is 

highly sensitive to many factors including some that are unrelated with the actual 

application model. Changes as small as the memory alignment, for example, can modify 

the tyfiMz& ~f thp pmCecgcrS C~ECO the ~ v ~ ~ i i t i n n  t~ f ~ ) l l ~ ~  2 tfitdy d&lff'recr @!- -A2 
0 -- --------- 

a result, oftentimes, it is very difficult to find a correct correlation between changes in the 

input data and the efficiency of the execution. For the same reasons, it is also difficult to 

get accurate measurements when executing the application in parallel. 

Things get even more complicated when estimating the performance of a PDES simulation 

framework such as SimKit. Other application dependent factors such as the parallelism of 

an application or its granularity make measuring the performance of the framework more 

difficult. This is mainly because the overhead introduced by the framework depends on 

these factors (e-g the task queue contention depends on the granularity). Different 

benchmarks are used in this case for comparing different design alternatives, but the results 

might vary for other applications. 

These are the reasons why it was difficult to measure and prove the performance of the 

extended SimKit framework. However, a number of experiments with the ATM-TN 

simulator benchmark have been performed to illustrate rather than to prove the 

performance implications of the extended framework. Table 6 presents the speedup 



obtained with the TasKit kernel over WarpKit, the second most efficient kernel as results 

from Figure 12. 

Wnet and NTN model two different ATM network topologies: the topology of a regional 

AxV: tes;-&d iiet-Goik in w e j i e ~  CZz& (1 1 s-+-itc&sj z7d &Yc :G~~ :GE*  ~f 2 

Canada-wide experimental network called the National Test Network (54 ATM switches) 

(Unger et aI., 1999). Upon each network model, different traffic mixes are used to produce 

network traffic loads ranging from light to medium to heavy. Wnet-1 and Wnet-2, for 

example, have different numbers of sources of different types: 12 sources in Wnet-1 and 

21 in Wnet-2. The model of Wnet-1 consists of 181 LPs grouped in 26 tasks and generates 

22* lo6 events for the simulation of 10 seconds of real time while i5/net-3 consists in 173 

LPs grouped in 12 tasks and generates 18*106 events for simulating the same amount of 

real time. NTN-0, NTN-I, NTN-2 and NTN-3 represent increasing traffic loads for the 

NTN topology. NTN-0 has 99 different traffic sources and its corresponding model 

consists of 869 LPs (1 12 tasks). It generates 48*106 events for the simulation of 5 seconds 

of real time. NTN-1, NTN-2 and NTN-3 have the same number and deployment of traffic 

sources (355) but increasing traffic load. As a result their corresponding models consist of 

the same number of LPs (138 1) grouped in 1 12 tasks but generating increasing number of 

events for the simulation of 5 seconds of real time (73*106 events for NTN-1, 132*106 

events for NTN-2 and 216*106 events for NTN-1). Table 6 represents the results of 

running the same experiments in parallel on 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 and I6 processors on a SGI 
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Power Challenge machine. These results clearly show that for these two models and 

scenarios, TasKit is between 1.8 and 5.8 faster than WarpKit- 

Another new feature, with probably a smaller impact on SimKit efficiency is the 

copy-and-dele t e method. Preliminary results with the three examples show an 

approximate 10% improvement in performance when this method is used. However, this 

estimate is not generally applicable. The actual performance gain for a specific model 

depends on many factors such as: the granularity of the application, the size of the initial 

buffer pool, the size of the FEL etc. When running in parallel, things get even more 

complicated, because copy-and-delete can change the workload on the processors- 

The self-event cancelation mechanism is also supposed to speed up the execution, as the 

process method in sk-node is not called for a cancelled event and the length of the 

FEL decreases. However there is a cost associated with finding and deleting the cancelled 

event from the FEL. 

These are changes in SimKitYs core design and have the biggest impact on its performance. 

Although it is diff~cult to give a quantitative estimation of the efficiency of the new 

extensions to SimKit, their impact is Likely to be quite significant for a large variety of 

network model applications, 

6.1.2 Ease of Use 

Easy to use is the second most important requirement for S h K i t  and probably the most 

ambiguous. As this is a high level non-quantifiable requirement, the analysis and the 

evaluation of different design alternatives from this perspective cannot be but subjective. 

Although this bias has been reduced by using the three examples approach and involving 

simulation experts in the design process, it could not be completely eliminated. Another 

obstade was that TasKit, being a new kernei, has not been extensively used in applications 

and there was no appropriate feedback from users. Therefore, a possible solution is to 

consider getting users to test the prototype of the extended version of SimKit and provide 

feedback before lunching the final version 
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There are a number of factors that affect this requirement such as learning curve, 

application development effort, validation and defect removal etc. Because these factors 

are more tangible, the evaluation of easy to use requirement consists in evaluating how 

these factors have been addressed. 

Learning curve can be improved by keeping the SimKit API as simple as  possible. 

New components including new hotspots were chosen to be meaningful Br the user 

and to guide the modeling of an application. The process of designing the API was 

iterative. The fust extended SimKit prototypes were designed for maximizing the 

performances of the framework. The API of the f ~ s t  one consists, for example, of 7 

new classes, 4 new hotspots introducing a total of 58 methods etc. With so many new 

elements, the effort required to understand SimKit and how to use its features 

increases. Besides, including too many components in the API might be error prone. 

When channel objects can be directly accessed from an application, for example, they 

can be misustd  {set: scciion j.i.i.2 ou advari~irig iiie clock iii ~ l i ~ i d j .  xi~itG"re, 

numerous design alternatives that could simplify the API were considered and 

analysed. In the end, the simplest solution consists in only one new class (sk-node) 

with a total of 18 methods. This class extends and replaces one of hotspots in the 

previous version of the framework (the sk-lp class). This final API is not only very 

simple but also has little negative impact on the performance of the system and it also 

avoids some possible errors that might be introduced in a model (e-g. an LP cannot 

send to an LP that it is not connected to). 

Another way to improve the learning curve is to provide good documentation for the 

SimKit framework. The discussion presented in the previous chapter can be used to 

understand the new features added to the kernel, the rationale behind the design 

decisions that were made and some of the resulting consequences. Also, the 

documentation of the new version of SimKit can be accompanied by the three concrete 

examples that have been used in this thesis (The ATM-TN example is too complex to 

be used for this purpose). Including concrete examples in documenting an OOF is one 

of the solutions proposed by framework researchers. 



Application development effort is directly correlated with the learning curve. An easy 

to learn and understand framework is more likely to be correctly used and reduces the 

required development effort. There are, however, other important factors that impact 

the development effort. 

An important factor is the reusability of components. Reusability is one of the main 

goals in software engineering that can greatly reduce the development effort. It is 

known that in most situations the reusability of the components facilitates the 

development of an application although it is to evaluate this factor 

quantitatively. One metric that can reflect the impact of component reuse is the number 

of lines of code (LOC) in an application. Basically, each component that is reused 

(from a library for example) reduces the size of the application with its corresponding 

number of LOC. However, there is no direct correlation between LOC and the 

development effort. Some small size software can be more complex and difficult to 

number generator algorithm or distribution is often more difficult than testing other 

larger software components. 

In spite of the fact that it is c5fficdt to quantitatively measure the effect of the new 

features in SimKit on the application development effort, keeping its API simple, 

documenting it and reusing more components from libraries are factors that contributed 

to facilitating the implementation of SimKit applications. 

Validation and defect removal. Testing the software implemented by an application 

that uses the framework is an important aspect of the overall development effort. 

SimKit is easier to use from this perspective if it facilitates finding and removing 

defects in an application. This was in fact the main goal of offering debugging facilities 

in SimKit. Again, their effect on the development effort is believed to be beneficial but 

a concrete evaluation of this is hard to be performed. 
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6.1.3 Compatibility with Previous SimKit Versions 

The compatibility requirement has been extended so that it includes not only compatibility 

among different kernels in SimKit but also compatibility with the previous version of the 

framework. The compatibility of each of the new components that has been added to the 

extended framework is evaluated bellow. 

Support for TasKif engine. With the introduction of the new elements, channels, tasks 

Prnrnes and channel based LPs, the compatibility with the previous version of SimKit b,-- 

difficult to achieve. LPs, for example, cannot send messages directly among 

themselves, but through channels using the send-to-channel method. This means 

that old applications cannot be executed with TasKit unless major changes (channel 

based LPs, channels and tasks creations) are made in the application and this defeats 

the whole purpose of compatibility. 

in order to overcome this probiem, the originai send-and-delete method that 

sends messages directly to the desthation LP, is still maintained in the extended 

version of SimKit. However, it allows sending events to any other LP and the 

conservative synchronization algorithm cannot support this functionality. Therefore 

send-and-delete can be used only during those phases of the experiment that are 

executed sequentially (see phases of a SimKit experiment in section 4,2), that is, prior 

to phase 4 (Simulation Execution). 

Therefore, a new phase has been introduced between LP Initialization and Simulation 

Execution. This phase (Phase 4 in Table 7) is executed sequentially based on a central 

event list. All events that use send-anddelete method are sent and received during 

this phase while events that use send-to-channel are received only in the Simulation 

Execution phase. This phase ends when the central FEL becomes empty and the parallel 

execution based on the CCT algorithm starts afterwards. There are two main advantages of 

this solution: 



Table 7 The execution phase of the extended SirnKit I Phase / Name Description Execution 

Program 
Initialization 

I 3 l  Logical process 
Initialization 

I ~t ia iha t ion  of LPS / Sequential I 
SimKit and Model 
Global Initialization 

Sequential 
Simulation 
execution 

Construction of static 
objects 

Initialization of the model 
and LP creation 

I Sequential execution. LP 1 

Sequential 

uses s end-and-del e te 
method to directly exchange 

1 Sequential 

I and process messages. 

Parallel Simulation Parallel execution of the 
Execution model using TasKit kernel 

I 
-- 

3 1 L L l U A U U V L L  A ~ A L I L U A U U U L A  
tr.:--t;n- I Cc\m.rr.-t:-~ I 

I specific operatio I 
I 6 l  Logical process 

termination 

1 .  27te compatibility with the previous versions of SimKit can be more easily 

achieved. An entire simulation experiment can be run sequentially during this new 

phase (e.g. all events in the experiment are sent and received). If no channel based 

implementation is provided, the application completes its execution in this phase 

and skips phase 5 of the simulation. It does not require in this case that channels 

and tasks be created. 

2. The possibility of implementing complex initialisation operations. There are cases 

in which the initialisation of the model is a complex operation. LPs in the model 

have to exchange information to each other in order to set up their initial state. This 

is the case of the ATM-TN simulator. LPs representing ATM switches exchange 

information among themselves in order to initialize routing tables and other initial 

states. In this phase, although the simulation time does not advance, events can be 

directly sent to LPs in the system and processed. Without being able to send 

messages directly to an LP these initialization operations would be more difficult to 

model and implement. 

LP termination operations Sequential 
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The copy-and-delete method is designed to optimise thz creation of event 

objects for the sequential and the two conservative kernels. It returns a pointer to the 

memory location of the current event to be reused. With the optimistic kernel, however, 

this location has to be state saved and cannot be used for a new event object. Therefore 

this a ~ t h o d  cannot haw the same functionality with WarpKit engine. To solve this 

compatibility problem, the copy-and-delet e method has a different 

implementation with the WarpKit engine so that instead of returning a pointer to the 

location of the current event object, it returns a p in ter  to a new location. It has the 

same effect as the new operator. Because the copy-and-delete method can be 

optionally used, there are no compatibility problems with the old applications that do 

not use it, 

Self-event cancellation mechanism, similarly to copy-and-delete method, is an 

optional mechanism. Therefore, there are no compatibility . problems - with old 

applications that do not use it. Also, one of the main reasons the self-event cancellation 

mechanism has been preferred to a general event cancellation mechanism is that it can 

be easily implemented within any of the existing kernels. As a result, different 

~ o ~ g u r a t i o n s  of the SimKit framework are compatible from this perspective. 

Libraries, more than any of the above new components, have been design to be 

optionally used with any of the provided kernels. Therefore they are compatible with 

any other S i M t  application. 

6.1.4 Embedded in a General-Purpose Language that Encompasses a Wide Range 

of Applications 

C-H is also the preferred programming language for implementing the new features in the 

new version of SirnKit. 

6.2 Evaluation of the Thesis 

The primary goal of this thesis as described in chapter 1 was: 
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" ... to identify and investigate some of the main issues related to extending an existing 

discre~e event simulation package to target the specific problem domain of network models 

by using object oriented framework techniques. The emphasis is placed on issues that 

concern the design of the application programmer interface (API)." 

In order to meet this goal, a number of objectives have been identified in chapter I to be 

fuEilled: 

To study discrete event simulation, sequential and parallel, and to frame an in depth 

understanding of the main issues in this field. 

To study object-oriented frameworks and to get insight into this field. 

To study an existing discrete event simulation framework, SimKit. This includes 

identifying its initial requirements and understanding its mechanism and 

implementation. 

To identify directions in which SimKit could be extended and to choose an 

approach for performing these changes. 

To analyse some of the issues related to the implementation of the changes in the 

extended SimKit and to discuss alternatives for addressing these issues. 

To draw some conclusions from this process in a form of "lessons learned" and to 

propose further development and research directions based on the experience and 

insights gained. 

Fulfilment of the Objectives 

The above objectives have been fuEilled as follows: 

Chapter 2 made a review of the discrete event simulation field. It covered all the main 

concepts in simulation highlighting those that specifically refer to discrete event 

simulation. The following concepts have been described here: 



The definition of simulation and its importance; 

The main phases of a simulation experiment; 

The difference between discrete and continuous simulations; 

The four modeling views: event view, process view, activity view and logical 

process view; 

The sequential mechanism for implementing a LP view of DES; 

The need for parallel discrete event simulation and the two main classical 

synchronisation algorithms: conservative and optimistic; 

The new TasKit synchronisation algorithm. 

Chapter 3 surveyed the field of object-oriented frameworks and concepts related to it such 

as those that refer to object oriented programming. The following concepts have described 

here: 

Object oriented programming concepts, characteristic attributes and benefits of 

using 00 

Object oriented frameworks definition and particularities 

Main components of OOFs 

8 The process of developing OOFs 

8 The main strengths of using OOFs 

The main weaknesses of using OOFs 

Chapter 4 introduced SimKit simulation tool. The presentation of SimKit contained its 

initial requirements, a description of its API and the main phases of a simulation that uses 
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it. SimKit was then identified as an OOF for DES problem domain and based on this fact, 

an analysis of the SimKit was conducted. Also, the need for extended the SimKit and the 

cause of the changes were identified and presented. The "three examples" approach is used 

to extend SimKit. me four models that have been used for this purpose were presented 

(Appendix A). 

Chapter 5 presented the main issues related with upgrading SimKit. Modifications to 

SimKit are identified at the beginning and categorised upon their primarily objectives as 

folIows: 

New abstractions due to changes in the problem domain: TasKit and the 

modification it requires to the SirnKit API, the copy-and-delete method and 

the self-event cancellation mechanism. 

Each of the changes was analysed first mainly with respect of its efficiency and usability 

perspective. Consequences of applying different alternatives were presented and a possible 

implementation of the API was suggested. 

Chapter 2 and chapter 3 fulfil the fxst two objectives. Objective 3 is fulfiied in chapter 4 

subsections 4.1 and 4.2. and so is Objective 4 through the remaining of the chapter. 

Chapter 5 fulfilled objective 5. Finally, objective 6 is going to be fulfilled in the subsection 

6.2 of this chapter. 

6.2.2 FuIfilment of the Goal 

Based on the above facts it can be concluded that the goal of the thesis was successfully 

fulfded. First, a number of directions for upgrading SimKit have been identified based on 

user requests, kernel optimisations, OOF experience or other simulation packages. Based 

on this, concrete new features that can be integrated in the framework have been analysed 

and possible solutions have been suggested. These suggestions have been supported with 
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examples of applications implemented using SimKit. The focus of the discussion was on 

describing the mechanism for the new features and their representations at the API level 

rather than on the complexity of the underlying implementation. OOF techniques have 

been used in the identification of the necessary upgrades, their implementation and testing. 

6.3 Lessons Learned 

During the research process a number of other interesting aspects have been observed: 

Dimdty of the process of designing and implementing an OOF. This is one of the 

issues that most OOF practitioners agree on (Johnson and Russo, 199 I), (Gamma et al., 

1995) and others. DES frameworks do not make an exception kom this fact. Although 

benefiting from simulation expertise and using one of the approaches suggested in the 

OOF literature, the process of designing the upgrades to SimKit has been long and 

difiicuir. i n e  main difficuity resides in maicing a decision on seiecting the find version 

from different design alternatives. Because most of the time trade-off solutions have to 

be considered it is necessary to have as much knowledge and expertise in the problem 

domain as possible in order to make the right decision. Getting feedback from the users 

is desirable in this case. 

The problem domain of aframework. The problem domain is a very important factor 

in building a successful OOF. If the problem domain is too narrow, the reusability of 

the framework is Limited. If the problem domain is too large, as in SimKit's case, the 

framework is intended to cover a large variety of specific problems. Its features are 

general enough so that they can be reused by all the applications in the problem domain 

but require a great deal of effort in order to be specialised for different particular 

applications. A number of new features could not be implemented in the extended 

version of SimKit because they were not general enough for the given problem 

domain. A possible solution for this issue might be to address the problem domains in 

hierarchical fashion and have a hierarchy of frameworks as presented in the next 

section. 
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Another important consequence, particularly for DES field, of restricting the problem 

domain of a Eramework is that it allows that the most efficient algorithms for that 

specific domain to be used. There is a great potential for obtaining very good 

performance for network model applications when using TasKit. However, although 

nehvork models is a broad domain, it does not include aU the applications supported by 

the previous version of SimKit. In other words, the extended SimKit with its new API 

actually restricts the problem domain. Applications that vary the interaction pattern 

among LPs and possibly the number of LPs during the simulation can be executed with 

the old SimKit but have a very small chance of success with the extended version- 

Object-oriented techniques applicability. In spite of all the advantages associated with 

00 programming, 00 paradigm is not a panacea in all the circumstances. The general 

belief that structured programming should be used for better performance and 00 

programming for better quality (modularity, maintainability, decoupling etc.) is also 

not always applicable. Although 00 specific operations are time consuming, there are 

cases in which 00 solutions outperform their structured programming alternatives in 

terms of efficiency. The conclusion is that a problem should be analysed before 

deciding on the technique that is more appropriate to be used or what features of that 

technique can be used. There are situations, for instance, where only a subset of the 00 

techniques can be successfully applied. It is the case for SimKit7s library where out of 

all the 00 features inheritance is used the most. In other cases, if impossible to replace, 

00 time consuming operations can be optimised as in the case of creation and deletion 

of events objects. It is desirable therefore that, especially for applications with different 

constraints (e-g. time constraints), the advantages brought by 00 in the quality of the 

resulting software to be balanced by its weaknesses in such efficiency. 

6.4 Future Research Directions 

The work presented in this thesis is aimed at exploring the possibility of extending an 

existing DES tool using OOF techniques. Based on the experience and knowledge gained 
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during this work a number of questions have been raised They lead to a number of general 

areas that show promise for further research. 

Further exploration of the CCT algorithm. 

TasKit is at its infant stage. The preliminary results show that further research is required 

in this area. This includes optimisations of the algorithm and different other improvements. 

One of them is the automation of the task partition process. Since the task partition is based 

on the network static structure, this activity can be automated. This will s imple  the API 

by eliminating the need for the task grouping. 

On the other hand, as Johnson and Russo noticed (1991, p. 32) "a framework should not be 

used widely until it has proven itself, because the more widely it is used, the more 

expensive is to change it". A framework is proven itself only after it has been used. 

Therefore, a final version of the framework should he considered only after receivinz 

feedback from the users. It is desirable to have t a "beta version" of the framework based 

on which users can provide feedback. Changes can afterwards be implemented in the API 

and in the framework accordingly. 

Breaking down the problem domain. 

One of the main challenges with the actual SimKit framework is that it addresses DES in 

general, which is a very large problem domain. In order to use SimKit, a great deal of work 

is required to specialise it. Reducing this effort is possible only by having more of the low 

level components implemented by the framework, that is, by specialising the framework. 

These two requirements are contradictory: a specialised framework cannot be general 

enough and vice versa. 

A solution for mitigating this problem might be to consider a hierarchy of frameworks. 

Frameworks at the top of the hierarchy are intended for a broad problem domain such as 

the DES domain. These frameworks offer general simulation support that consists of basic 

simulation components such as: a mechanism for sending and receiving events, t ~ e l c  for 

random number generation, statistics collection, queuing, etc. SimKit can be included in 
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this category. At a lower level, frameworks specialise the top one(s) in more specific 

domains: telecommunications, manufacturing, combat simulations etc. In this way they can 

implement more functionality. A framework design for telecommunication applications, 

for example, can include the implementation of different switch prototypes, link types and 

telecommunication protocols. A framework for military simulation will implement other 

types of components. This hierarchy can continue with other lower levels; the 

telecommunication framework is speciaiised for ATM networks, IP networking protocols, 

etc (Figure 25). It is more likely that following this approach, frameworks at the lowest 

level reach the final stages the framework evolution presented by Roberts and Johnson 

(1996) becoming a visual language so they do not require any programming. The existing 

ATM-TN simulator represents an example in this sense. It is a black-box framewmk ( a l l  

the components - switches, traffic sources etc are provided) built on top of a white-box 

framework (SimKit). 

Base Ievel Framework 

,WL~~ARY Second level frameworks 

Third leve1 frameworks 

Figure 25 Framework hierarchy 

This approach has also been suggested by other OOF practitioners (Adair, 1995b): 

"One approach is to build a very flexible, general framework form which 

you derive additional frameworks for narrower problem domains. These 

additional frameworks provide the default behavior and built-in 

functionality, while the general framework provides the flexibility". 

Another advantage of this approach is in selecting the right kernel. Currently there are four 

simulation kernels SimKit can be configured with: one sequential and three for parallel 

execution. Studies showed that each of these kernels is more suitable for particular types of 

problems. Therefore, the user can select any of them depending on the application. 

However, at the lower level, this might not be necessary. If TasKit is proved to be suitable 
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for telecommunication appLications because it facilitates the modeling and execution of 

network model applications, then it is the default (maybe the single) simulation kernel for 

the telecommunication domain framework. The Iow level framework can then fully exploit 

TasKit's capabilities without being constrained by conditions imposed by other kernels. 

Use the experience of applying OOF techniques to the DES domain in other domains. 

This work has been concentrated on applying OOF techniques to a specific problem 

domain (DES). The experience and the knowledge gained by OOF community by using 

these techniques in different fields has been applied and has been used in the DES field. It 

is believed that the OOF research community can also benefit from this experience. DES is 

a relative mature domain with specific requirements such as efficiency constraints. 

Innovative ideas and knowledge with PDES frameworks such as having the hotspots and 

the framework implementation in different programming languages as in TeD's case or 

comiguring the framework with different abstractions or icemeis as in SimEt can be 

further applied in other problem domains. 

6.5 Summary 

This chapter summarises the research that was performed in this thesis and has two main 

parts. In the first part the extensions made in SimKit are evaluated according to the 

requirements that have been presented in one of the previous chapters. The second part of 

the chapter shows how the objectives and goal of the research were met. Finally some of 

the main lessons learned during this work are discussed and based on these facts and future 

research directions are suggested. . 
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ATM-TN simulator 

The ATM-TN (Asynchronous Transmission Mode - Traffic and Networking) is a cell 

level ATM simulator built at University of Calgary (Unger et. al., 1995). The simulator 

built on top of SimKit models in detailed different types of traffics and switches used in an 

ATM network. It uses real benchmarks for studying different aspects of ATM networking 

and traffic modeling. 

The model of such a benchmark consists of a large number of U s ,  usually in the order of 

hundreds and a very large number of events in the order of tens of millions. The model is 

very large and fairly detailed. Several types of sources are able to generate different types 

of A number mudcis ii'lai s&i'd;~ie r& s-*iichcS z-z d s ~  iGckri&& L7d +kc 

ATM cells in the model have different service types. 

Most of the events in the system simulate the arrival and departure of ATM cells. The 

amount of computation associated with processing such events is very low and mainly 

consists in operations such re-routing, queuing or eliminating the cell. This results in a 

very small granularity simulation that along with its fuced connectivity property makes the 

CCT approach particularly suitable for this application. The ATM-TN example is very 

important because, historically, CCT algorithm came as an attempt to solve the 

performance difficulties encounter with this type of application. 

ATM example 

The ATM example is much simpler model of an ATM network. There are no types of 

services as in a reality although cells can have two priorities. The model for a switch is 

illustrated in Figure 26. 

A switch has four inputs and four outputs. The actual cell routing in a switch is performed 

by a central processing unit (CPU). It receives cells from the four inputs and directs them 
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to one of the outputs according to their destination addresses. There is no storage space 

(buffers) at inputs because it is supposed that the CPU speed is at least four times the 

transmission speed and all inputs are equally served. This means that there is no cell Loss at 

the input. However, cell loss can be encountered at the output in spite of the fact that each 

output has a cell buffer of a specified size. Cells with higher priority are served fust but 

there is no pre-emption, that is, a high priority cell cannot stop the current transmission of 

a low priority cell, 

-n 1 Buffer 

Buffer ---b 
CPU 

Buffer .+ 

Figure 26 ATM switch 

These switches are connected to form a symmetric network (Figure 27). First four switches 

are connected as in Figure 27a to form a cluster (the links are bi-directional) and four such 

clusters are connected through two backbones switches to create the whole network. 

Figure 27 Switch networking. a Cluster structure. b Network structure 
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Cells of different priorities are pumped into the network randomly. The cell priority 

generator follows a normal distribution while the cell interam'val time has an exponential 

distribution. The means for these distributions as well as the length of output buffers in 

each switch are application parameters set by the user. The purpose of an experiment with 

this model may be to study the impact of the above input parameters on the network 

performance (cell toss, cell delay etc.). 

A straightforward LP model of this problem is to have a switch modeled by five U s .  One 

LP represents the inputs and the CPU because the nature of the problem imposes the input 

and routing activities to be executed sequentially. The other four LPs representing each of 

the four outputs of a switch (Figure 28). 

Figure 28 The LP model of the ATM problem 
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The Ethernet model 

The Ethernet model is intended for studying the Ethernet protocol. The Ethernet protocol 

(Tanenbaum, 1996), the most popular Local Area Network (LAN) technology was 

developed by Digital, Intel and Xerox and has been standardized by the IEEE as 802.3. 

The protocol specifies that all workstations are connected to shared media and can transmit 

whenever they have data. The data to transmit is packed in frames of variable length. If a 

collision occurs both stations wait a random time defined by an algorithm called the 

backoff algorithm. After the waiting time elapses, if the Line is quiet, the sender attempts to 

restart the transmission or the frame otherwise it listens the line and retransmits when the 

line becomes quiet. 

A way of modeling such a problem is to have each station represented by an LP. This is 

arguably the best solution since a model in which an extra LP models the Ethernet (cable) 

itself might be more efficient (the number of events in the system can be reduced). 

Nevertheless, the main objective of modeling the problem is not to build the fastest version 

but to see how SirnKit (both current and updated version) supports the implementation of a 

particular model that meets the requirements of a network application. 

Each station has also a corresponding source that generates frames and a sink that receives 

frames that are addressed to this station (Figure 29). 

Figure 29 The model of a simple 3 stations LAN. 

An lp-station object can generate six types of messages, some of each hwe no 

correspondent in the x a l  Ethernet protocol. They are following presented. The f ~ s t  three 

types correspond to real messages in the protocol while the later three have no equivalent 

in the real world but are important for the model: 



I. S tartM represents the start of a new frame 

2. S topM represents the end of a h e  

3. C o i l i s  i o m  is emitted by the sender station when it detects is a collision in the 

network. Its presence also means that the sender stopped sending the current frame 

and rescheduled it later on. 

4. NewM represents a new frame that has to be send by source to a station 

5. DoneM signals a sender that the time necessary to send the current fiame elapsed. 

In this case the sender sends a StopM message. 

6. WaitM is used when a kame is resent because of a collision and it signals the 

sender that the random time in the backoff algorithm elapsed. 

The ip-station class models a station c o ~ e c t e d  in a network that uses Ethernet 
protocol to send and receive frames. Depending on the kind of messages a station receives 
it can be in one of the four states as follows: 

Idle: the station is not sending or receiving any frame and the line is quite. 

BUSY: the station is receiving a fiame or the line is busy, i.e. other stations 

communicate to each other. 

Sending: the station is currently sending a frame 

Trying: the station encountered at least one collision when attempting to send the 

current frame and it is trying to re-send it. This state is the most complex one and it has 

its own states: 

resending: when a frame is re-sent after at least one collision. 

waiting: a frame is waiting a random time defined by the backoff algorithm 

before attempting to send the frame again. 
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listening: the line was busy after the random time elapsed and now the 

frame is listening the line. Once the line becomes quiet it will try to re-send the 

DoneM 

n 
NewM 

DoneM <+I 

StopM. Don 

Figure 30 lp-station state transitions in the Ethernet simulation model. 

The current state of an LP and the type of messages it receives dictate its next state. Figure 

30 illustrates all the possible LP state transitions. From the idle state for example an LP 

can move either to sending state when it receives a NewM message or to busy after it 

processes a StartM message. Going back to the idle state can occur when a frame is 

transmitted after one (sending state) or many (resending state) attempts. Also, a 

CollisionM or a  stop^ message in the busy state can change the state of an LP to 

idle. DoneM do not modified the state of the LP. Actually D o n e M  this is a redundant 

message but this aspect will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Although the diagram might suggest a fairly complex mechanism, the implementation of 

the functionality is not so difficult especially when uses the State design pattern (Gamma 

et al., 1995). 

Onet model 

Qnet model is a simple classical network model often used to test the performance of 

different synchronization algorithms in PDES (Fujimoto, 1990). The model is composed of 

a number of similar LPs situated in the comers of a hypercube of a given dimension. 

Figure 3 1 shows such networks for hypercubes with two or three dimensions. 

a b 

Figure 3 1 Examples of hypercube networks. a. dimension = 2. b. dimension = 3 

An LP can receive and randomly forward messages from/to any of its neighbor LPs. The 

service time for each message is an exponential distribution random number with a given 

mean. Prioritized messages can be forwarded immediately as soon as they are received. 

Low priority messages can be sent only when the simulated time advances to their 

timestamp, because they can be preempted by high priority messages. 

The message population in the network has a constant value specified by the user as an 

input parameter for the application. Other input parameters are represented by the 

dimension of the hypercube, the type and the mean of the distribution for the message 

service time in LPs and for the LP destination selection, the ration of low priority messages 

and prioritized messages. 




